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HUNGARY AND TRANSYLVANIA
BY

IMRE MIK6

N
inety-two years ago — at the time when the Union with 
Transylvania was effected — Stephen Szechenyi, "the 
greatest Magyar", told Nicholas Wesselenyi, the 

eminent son of that province, that Transylvania could not live 
without Hungary or — vice versa — Hungary without Tran
sylvania. And today, when after twenty-two years of foreign 
rule a part of Transylvania has returned to the mother 
country, the words spoken by Szechenyi are truer and more 
apposite than ever. For Hungary without Transylvania was 
for two decades the “ Great Dismembered” of Europe, while 
Transylvania without Hungary, from being the eastern out
post of Western civilisation, declined to the status of a mere 
western spearhead of the Balkans.

Hungary and Transylvania are united first and foremost 
by Nature, which placed the highest chain of mountains in 
Central Europe as a semi-circular girdle embracing the two 
countries, directing the courses of the largest rivers in Tran
sylvania towards the Great Plain of Hungary, thus making 
them serve to water the soil of that region. But the two sister 
countries have been made one also by the history of the 
Hungarian people; for the Magyar nation alone has since the 
migration of the peoples proved the only one capable of 
occupying this living space encircled by the Carpathians, of 
filling that space and of holding it in its possession for a 
thousand years. And if we speak nevertheless of a separate 
Transylvanian soul, that is because in the closed Transylv
anian Basin the regional homeland of Transylvania has owing 
to the quite special conditions prevailing there developed a 
peculiar Transylvanian spirit, which for centuries acted as a 
recuperative force on the intellectual life of the Magyars. 
— just as the rivers of Transylvania have made and are still 
making fertile the Great Hungarian Lowlands.
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Transylvania was therefore not merely a simple province 
forming one of the dominions of the Holy Crown of St. 
Stephen; she has on the contrary always acted as an element 
of fermentation and was for long the last stronghold of 
Hungary’s constitutional existence. After the rout at Mohacs 
in 1526 the greater part of Hungary was for a long period 
subjected to Turkish rule, while Transylvania became a 
separate principality. For a hundred and fifty years only 
the Transylvanian principality afforded the Magyar nation 
an opportunity to lead an independent State life: and it was 
the adviser of the first Prince, Friar Martinuzzi, who laid the 
foundations of Transylvanian policy, —  the policy of main
taining a balance between the pressure brought to bear on this 
small country by the Turkish and German Powers respect
ively. The princes of this lilliputian country pursued a 
European policy. Stephen Bathory brought home to Trans
ylvania the Crown of Poland and wore it as Prince of that 
country; and the Poles still speak of Bathory with homage 
and respect as their greatest king. The statue of Stephen 
Bocskai, the defender of Protestantism, is to be seen in Geneva 
in the group of statuary commemorating the Reformation. 
Gabriel Bethlen in the Thirty Years' War secured Tran
sylvania's future, while Francis Rakoczy, the Magyar prince 
who led the eighteenth-century Hungarian fight for indepen
dence, endevoured while in the French Court to bring into 
being a European alliance for the overthrow of the Habsburgs. 
And despite Turkish depredations and internal party feuds 
culture flourished amid the ruins. Every form of Reformation 
left its mark on the Transylvanian mind; indeed, a special 
Transylvanian form of religion. Unitarianism, came into being 
as a consequence of the teachings of Francis David, — the 
Unitarian Church having ever since maintained ties of kinship 
with the free Christian Churches of Britain and America. 
Five years prior to the massacre of St. Bartholomew’s Night 
the Transylvanian Diet sitting at Torda declared that „every 
one shall follow the religion which he prefers” . For the 
Rumanians filtering into the province from beyond the Carpa
thians the Magyar princes of Transylvania had the Bible and 
the prayer-books translated into Rumanian. The Saxons 
settled in Transylvania in the thirteenth century by King
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Andrew II. of Hungary founded towns, where they lived 
as a State within the State. There is a Saxon folk-song 
which, speaking of the Transylvania rich in iron ore, salt, 
gold, wood and other minerals, sings of “ Siebenbiirgen, Land 
des Segens” .

But the political leaders of Transylvania were well aware 
that an independent Transylvanian principality was entitled 
to exist only so long as the mother country was groaning 
under a foreign yoke. In his political testament Bocskai 
clearly defined Transylvania's historical mission. That mission 
was to offer a home to the Magyar State driven out of its 
real homeland until such time as Hungary should shake off 
the foreign yoke and Transylvania could return to her place 
as a country enjoying the protection of the Holy Crown. After 
the recovery of the fortress of Buda Transylvania too became 
a province of the Habsburg Empire; and another century and 
a half passed before the autonomous Habsburg province — in 
1848, under the influence of the ideas of liberty then prevail
ing — was once more able to become united with Hungary.

History frequently repeats itself. After the first Great 
War Transylvania was annexed to Rumania without the Ma
gyars being even consulted. In the words of the Transylvanian 
poet, Transylvania was lost to Hungarian life as completely as 
Atlantis the submerged continent.

In the days of the independent principality Transylvania 
for a hundred and fifty years was the real representative of 
Hungarian political independence. And during the twenty-two 
years of the foreign rule dictated by Trianon, the role once 
played by Transylvania devolved upon Hungary. Hungary 
became one great Transylvania; and the place of Transylvania 
had to be taken by Hungary.

Two decades are but a brief period in the life of a people 
whose roots are a thousand years old. The people of Tran
sylvania was engaged in fighting against Tartars and Turks 
while in Western Europe Gothic cathedrals were being built; 
and — though decimated —  that people survived the pagan 
whirlwind, which would have swept over the whole of Europe, 
had the Christian Magyars not held their ground. Compared 
with this, the twenty-two years of Rumanian rule was merely 
a passing episode. The Bucharest Government relied for
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support upon the Rumanian elements which had originally 
been settled in Transylvania to take the place of the Magyars 
decimated during the long wars; but according to the opinion 
of the chosen leaders of these very Transylvanian Rumanians 
Transylvania was during the two decades in question reduced 
to the status of a mere colony. Colonisation of this kind may 
expect to prove successful where a more cultivated nation is 
endeavouring to impose upon a nation of a lower order the 
achievements of civilisation. But the relation between Old 
Rumania ( the so-called “Regat") and Transylvania looked 
rather like a Texas attempting to civilise a State of Ohio. 
And if there was uncessing antagonism between the 
Rumanians of the "Regat” and those of Transylvania, what 
must have been the lot of the Magyars of Transylvania, in 
respect of whom the then Rumanian Premier told the Peace 
Conference that he would rumanianise them within ten years. 
It was not his fault — nor that of the other Rumanian politi
cians and Ministers — that that was not what happened. They 
did their level best with the aid of all the weapons of political 
power to achieve that object. By way of illustration of the 
methods employed by the nationality policy of Rumania we 
would refer to three points only as typically characteristic 
of those methods.

1. The Land Reform ruined the Magyar owners of 
medium-estates in Transylvania and also the Magyar public 
institutions; for the Churches also maintained the Magyar 
schools out of the revenue obtained from their landed 
property. We know what hostile propaganda will say: the 
agrarian reform —  it will say —  created a peasant democracy 
in the areas previously occupied by Magyar latifundia and 
enabled the Magyar agricultural labourers to obtain land. 
Only —  unfortunately for these propagandists — there were 
no latifundia in Transylvania; why, in Europe prior to the 
outbreak of the first Great War Transylvania followed after 
Bulgaria and Belgium as the third country in order in respect 
of the proportion of small-holders, whereas Old Rumania 
(the “ Regat” ) was only eighth in order, and the Land Reform 
carried out in that country in terms of a separate law was far 
milder in character, the passive elements there being of course 
Rumanians and not Magyars. In Transylvania, on the other
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hand, the Magyar Churches lost by sequestration or expropri
ation respectively 314,199 out of a total area of 371,614 
cadastral yokes. That means that they were robbed of 84.54°!» 
of the total area of their landed property! Not to speak of the 
grievances suffered by the Szekler Magyars as a result of the 
expropriation of their forest land and their pastures and by 
the Banate settlers in consequence of the sequestration of 
their small holdings. And only a part of the land thus ex
propriated was distributed among the peasants, the rest being 
retained as a State reserve employed for the purpose of 
carrying on multifarious dealings.

The second objective of the Rumanian Government was 
the Magyar officials and workers. After the change of rule 
in 1918— 19 the Magyar public employees refused to take the 
oath of allegiance to the Rumanian State until the treaty of 
peaoe had been formally concluded. As a consequence they 
were dismissed from their offices; and pensions were paid 
only to a small number, the more fortunate victims also 
receiving payment of their pensions after 1929. Those who 
retained their posts or were later on engaged by the State or 
by a county or town (parish) were all alike compelled to 
take an examination in Rumanian, the majority of these 
persons being then dismissed without receiving any compensa
tion or being allowed any pensions. The language test was 
really merely a pretext for their dismissal, —  a fact shown 
also by the circumstance that even those who repeatedly 
passed this test succesfully were ordered to take another 
examination, in the hope that in the meantime they had 
forgotten Rumanian; and there were cases of female railway 
workers dismissed from their posts because they did not 
know what deeds of heroism had been done by "Childe 
Michael", the Rumanian national hero. And since 1934 the 
private undertakings too have been forced to employ a certain 
percentage of "true-born" Rumanians, the result being that 
the Magyar workers and officials and their families have been 
reduced to the condition of proletarians.

The third object of attack was the Magyar schools —  the 
attack first launched by M. Anghelescu when Minister of 
Education. In Transylvania a very large proportion of the 
schools were maintained by the Churches, which as a con
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sequence of the Land Reform and the withdrawal of State 
grants had their power of resistance badly impaired. And then 
a law was passed classifying as private schools the ancient 
denominational educational institutes of Transylvania and 
placing them under State control. In addition the area known 
as Szeklerland was dubbed a "culture-zone'', forcing the 
Szeklers to build hundreds of State schools —  even in places 
where there was hardly a single Rumanian; while teachers 
from the "Regat" who did not know a word of Hungarian 
were appointed to function in these schools and were given 
special "premiums” as a reward for the work of rumanianisa- 
tion expected of them. The teachers of the "culture-zone” 
then failed to teach the pupils Rumanian, though they did 
succeed in preventing them learning to read and write in 
Hungarian, this Rumanian "culture-offensive" thus leading 
to illiteracy.

In the Transylvania just returned to the possession of 
the Magyar nation we now find types produced by the 
twenty-two years of minority past, —  the Hungarian (Magyar) 
landowners who have lost their land, the greater part of whom 
have never attended a Hungarian school and owe what 
knowledge of Hungarian literature or history they may possess 
solely to their own efforts.

It goes without saying that the first task facing the 
Hungarian Government is to remedy this evil. But that does 
not by any means involve desire on the part of any one 
to wreak vengeance for what has been done on the Rumanians 
remaining in that part of Transylvania which has been 
restored to Hungary. The Government is elaborating a scheme 
of land reform which is to maintain in force the social results 
achieved by the Rumanian agrarian reform; but at the same 
time this scheme is to do justice to the Magyar institutions 
and private owners who were illegally deprived of their land' 
by expropriation. The majority of the Rumanian public 
employees fled from Transylvania to Rumania immediately 
after the declaration of the Vienna Award. These men are 
being gradually replaced by those Magyars who owing to 
their refusal to take the oath of allegiance or on the pretext 
that they had failed to pass the language test were dismissed 
from their posts. And at the same time the majority of the
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public employees of Rumanian nationality remaining in Trans
ylvania are still holding their posts; indeed, many new 
appointments have been made of Rumanians as public 
employees. The sheriff of the County of Maramaros, for in
stance, is even today a true-born Rumanian. In the field of 
education Orders in Council have already been issued granting 
the non-Magyar nationalities rights far exceeding those 
stipulated in the minority treaties., while the Hungarian State 
has established for the benefit of the Rumanian inhabitants 
elementary and secondary schools with Rumanian staffs of 
teachers. And that this policy of understanding towards the 
non-Magyar nationalities will continue to be developed 
independently of considerations of foreign policy, is guar
anteed by the existence of the new generation of Trasylvanian 
Magyars, which, having grown up during the days of Rumanian 
rule, has no desire to exchange its role of oppressed for that 
of oppressor. The historical Transylvanian spirit has at all 
times striven to establish full understanding between the 
various races and nationalities; it is that for that reason that 
this country has been spoken of an Eastern Switzerland.

In the days of the Transylvanian principality religion was 
the leading idea; and Transylvania anticipated the whole of 
Europe in declaring liberty of conscience. Since last century 
the leading idea of the age has been "nationality". And now 
Transylvania has again become a Member of the Kingdom 
of the Holy Crown of St. Stephen, —  the St. Stephen who in 
his advice to his son laid down the fundamental principles 
that must underlie the government of a polyglot country. 
Transylvania has therefore once more to fulfil a historical 
mission in respect of safeguarding the rights and liberties of 
the non-Magyar nationalities.

The Vienna Award, however, restored to Hungary only 
the northern and eastern parts of Transylvania. The 
new frontier today marks on the map of Europe the boundary 
between Central European and Balkan culture respectively. 
While on the one hand Magyar refugees are crossing the 
frontier in hundreds from Rumanian Transylvania, — indeed, 
Rumanians too make their way to Hungarian Transylvania — , 
the Hungarian Parliament a few days ago passed a law in
flicting punishments of six and twelve months' imprisonment
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respectively on any person using terms derogatory to the 
dignity of any of the non-Magyar nationalities. At the same 
time an Edict was issued in Rumania declaring that the 
punishment prescribed in the laws dealing with offences 
against the State may be at discretion doubled if the offence 
in question has been committed by a person belonging to a 
racial minority. East and West are in conflict on the 
Rumanian-Hungarian frontier demarcated in the middle of 
Transylvania. Day after day it is becoming more and more 
manifest that, just as Hungary cannot exist without Tran
sylvania, Europe cannot afford to a dispense with the 
economic unity of the Carpathian Basin or with a strong inde
pendent Magyar State within that Basin — that State which 
for centuries was the eastern frontier outpost of Western 
Christianity and Western civilisation. Once that is realised by 
every one in Europe, there will be no reason for anxiety 
concerning the future of Hungary and of Transylvania.
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THE SITUATION OF RUMANIA
BY

LADISLAS FRITZ

On January 27th, when General Antonescu, the Leader 
of the Rumanian State, formed his new Government 
after the overthrow of the three days' civil war or 

rather Iron Guard insurrection, he issued a proclamation in 
which he stated, when speaking of Rumania’s foreign policy, 
that Rumania was "marching unhesitatingly with the Axis 
Powers". The meeting between Marshal Goring and General 
Antonescu and their conversations in Vienna are believed 
by the German Press to have been necessitated by the events 
on the Lower Danube. According to the statement made by 
Antonescu — intended to enlighten Rumanian public opinion 
—  the co-operation between Rumania and Germany is 
developing in a spirit of perfect understanding. According 
to Antonescu's statement Rumania’s export quota of com 
has been reduced simply because last year's harvest yield 
was a poor one; nor is the work of supplying provisions to 
the German troops in Rumania being done by the Rumanian 
Government. The statement explains further that there is 
no longer any uncertainty either as to the principle that no 
one is entitled to interfere in the internal affairs of Rumania. 
It is probably to be regarded as one of the latest results 
achieved by German-Rumanian co-operation that the biggest 
industrial undertaking in Rumania —  the Malaxa engine and 
armaments factories, which by expropriation recently came 
into the possession of the Rumanian State —  is to be leased by 
Germans. As established in Berlin, in the operating company 
which is to take over the direction of the Malaxa establish
ments 50% of the shares are to be in the hands of the Goring 
Works, the rest of the shares (the other 50%) to ensure the 
interests of the Rumanian State.

Concerning the rupture of the relations between Britain 
and Rumania the "Journal de Geneve” (February 13th) wrote
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as follows: — "With the territories detached from Hungary, 
Bulgaria and Russia, Rumania became almost a Great Power. 
During the 22 years that have passed since then Rumania 
played a political and diplomatic role which may without 
exaggeration be described as immoderate. When the storm 
threatened to break, Rumania sought shelter under Cham
berlain's umbrella. At that time Weygand's army was 
standing sentinel in the East, and there were some people 
who expected a great British-French offensive that would 
have affected King Charles's country too . .. When Poland 
had ceased to be a combatant and when as a consequence 
of the German-Russian treaty Rumania could not expect 
any help from the Soviet either, Bucharest found itself faced 
with a Hungary and a Bulgaria supported by Germany. 
Completely disheartened, Rumania either drove her former 
leaders out of the country or had them executed; and then 
she moved over to the Axis camp arms and all. After the 
accession to power of Antonescu Great Britain waited to see 
how the unequivocal attitude of Rumania would develop. As 
Churchill declared in view of the events: — “Rumania is 
in the other camp, her petroleum is serving the German tanks 
and bombers, so it would be superfluous to continue to treat 
her with indulgence. But the rupture of diplomatic relations 
does not yet involve a declaration of war. We do not yet 
know for certain whether a fresh volcano will break out in 
the Balkans.” On the other hand, as reported by the London 
Correspondents of American papers, the British Government 
is said to have officially announced that from February 15th, 
1941, it would regard Rumania as territory occupied by the 
Germans and would therefore treat her as an enemy.”

In the HungarianiRoumanian relations a certain 
improvement has resulted from the agreement concluded in 
Budapest on February 26th concerning the optant question. 
The situation had been rendered acute, as is well known, 
by the one-sided measure taken by the Rumanian Govern
ment in respect of the exercise of the right of opting 
stipulated in the Vienna Award of August 30th, 1940, and 
by the official explanation offered by that Government to 
the effect that the time-limit for opting was to expire on 
February 28th. Official Hungarian quarters, on the other
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hand, strongly emphasised that the determination of the 
time-limit and the conditions of opting must be effected inter
nationally by agreement between the two Governments 
concerned. The Hungarian Press is loyally observing the 
truce agreed upon; but that cannot be said of the Rumanian 
papers. We would merely refer particularly to the article 
by General G, Bagulescu, Leader of the Rumanian ex- 
servicemen, in the “ Unirea” (Union), a paper started quite 
recently which may be regarded as the official organ of the 
Antonescu Government, — the article in which General 
Bagulescu stressed that the most important commandment 
of the nation is that enjoining union for the purpose of 
effecting consolidation “ and restoring the frontiers” . The 
Bucharest paper, “ Universul” , also emphasises the necessity 
for the restoration of the country’s territorial integrity. And 
an article written by Nichifor Crainic, Propaganda Minister, 
and published in all Rumanian papers, blazons to the world 
that Rumania has reached a tumingpoint and must either 
recover her ancient glory or perish.

The internal political situation in Rumania is still 
chaotic. At a Cabinet Council held at the end of February 
it was established, on the strength of the report of the 
Minister for the Interior, that peace reigns in the whole of 
Rumania. From the official communiques published in the 
Rumanian papers appearing early in March it transpired 
that the discontented Iron Guard elements are continuing 
their agitation against the Antonescu Government despite 
the overthrow of the insurrection and even despite the recent 
plebiscite. Quite recently a large number of anti-Government 
pamphlets were seized at Jassy — pamphlets accusing 
Antonescu of being a freemason and calling upon the 
Rumanians to swear "never to rest until the country has 
been freed from the yoke of foreigners, freemasons and 
traitors” . No doubt this accusation was the reason why 
Antonescu sent a written summons to the Chief Public 
Prosecutor attached to the Bucharest Courts instructing him 
to carry on an investigation to discover which of the Members 
of the older Governments formed by Antonescu holding office 
previously were freemasons? And in the event of the 
investigation resulting in proving that not a single Member
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of the former Antonescu Governments was a freemason, the 
Public Prosecutor shall institute proceedings against those 
who have presumed to make this allegation.

The Leader of the Rumanian State, Antonescu, in an 
Order issued by him on February 16th, in any case invalidated 
the Order dated September 14th last, which proclaimed 
Rumania to be a legionist or Iron Guard State respectively. 
According to reports circulating in Bucharest political 
quarters Antonescu desires to re-organise the political life 
of Rumania on a "monarchist-totalitarian" basis. In the 
opinion of well-informed political circles it is proposed to 
give Rumania a National Socialist Constitution, a former 
Minister for Justice, Micescu, having —  it is said —  been 
already entrusted with the elaboration of the draft Bill. In 
the general opinion Antonescu is engaged on the work of 
forming a new State Party, which he desires to organise on 
the basis of the corporative system to replace the Iron Guard 
movement. There has been — and still is — some talk also 
of Antonescu wishing to find a place in his Government for 
the Liberal Party and for Maniu too. This seems to be 
suggested by the latest Government measure ordaining the 
return to the Liberal Party of its property. For the property 
of the Liberal Party was confiscated already in 1939 by 
order of King Charles at the time when the parties were 
dissolved. The idea of inviting Maniu to take a seat in the 
Government does not seem to tally with the mission to 
London, on behalf of Maniu, of Cornelius Bianu, a Rumanian 
solicitor formerly functioning in Kolozsvar who is one of 
Maniu s confidants, — a mission connected with the change 
in the British-Rumanian relations ensuing recently. It is not 
probable that Maniu would start his action in co-operation 
with Viorol Tilea, the former Rumanian Minister who has 
formed a reparate Government in London; for Tilea, as is 
well known, has often been in conflict with the National 
Peasant Party and has attacked even the person of Maniu 
himself. This the Rumanians of Transylvania will never be 
able to forgive Tilea; and in view of Maniu's disposition it 
may be taken for granted that he has not forgotten the attack 
made by his one-time adherent. Many moments seem to 
point rather to Maniu moving towards the orbit of Titulescu.
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For the political coceptions of Titulescu and Maniu agree in 
many points; and on the occasion of the 1937 parliamentary 
elections Titulescu, the former Rumanian Foreign Minister, 
entered the contest as a candidate figuring on the list of the 
National Peasant Party, Bianu's mission in any case throws 
an interesting light on the present international political 
situation of Rumania.

Antonescu as Leader of the Rumanian State is continuing 
with draconic severity the work of purification, having during 
the process had all property belonging to the Iron Guard 
placed under an embargo and nearly five thousand persons 
taken into custody — the latter including Creteanu, formerly 
Rumanian Minister in Berlin, and Petroviceanu, former 
Rumanian Minister for the Interior, who however recently 
succeeded in escaping from his place of confinement. The 
official communique giving a report of public conditions in 
ordinated to the Ministry for the Interior 17,523 —  i. e. 
Rumania, also establishes that of the 33,756 officials sub- 
more than 50% — had only passed four classes of an 
elementary school, while university or college certificates 
could be shown only by not quite 9%. According to the 
communique this fact too proves the manner in which the 
appointment of officials was effected under former Rumanian 
Governemnts.

The Rumanian daily press is still displaying a fever of 
excitement over the plebiscite, which was carried out on 
March 2nd, the result being announced amid solemn 
ceremonies and in the presence of Antonescu by the 
Chairman of the Committee of Scrutineers (Returning Officer) 
in the forenoon of March 11th. According to this report, the 
number of votes cast was 2.960,298, —  all votes with the 
exception of 2996 being “yes” -votes. After the result of the 
plebiscite had been ascertained, State Leader Antonescu 
addressed to the people of Rumania a Proclamation in which 
he announced that he would shortly make public a new 
programme of work. As is well known, Antonescu ordained 
the plebiscite by Edict, summoning the Rumanian people to 
express its opinion of Antonescu's person and policy. 
According to the relevant provisions every person already 
21 years of age —  with the exception of Jews — was
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required to vote openly by speaking loudly the word “yes” 
or "no” . The so-called plebiscite was preceded by an 
intensive press and wireless propaganda and by innumerable 
proclamations of Antonescu addressed to the Rumanian 
people, and was carried out in an atmosphere of intimidation 
following the overthrow of the Iron Guard insurrection, when 
a large number of opposition legionists were shot or thrown 
into prison. The propaganda intended for foreign countries 
did its best to exploit also the result of the plebiscite 
ordained by King Charles of Rumania. Then 95% of the 
voters swore allegiance to the sovereign who was later driven 
out of the country.
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“AS I SA W  IT”
BY

ZSOMBOR DE SZASZ

In the autumn number of the American Yale Review there 
appeared an article entitled ‘‘As I Saw It" from the pen 
of Mr. W. L. White. We learn from the contributors' 

list that the author is an American publisher who as repre
sentative of the Columbia Broadcasting System lately spent 
a whole year in Europe, staying in Germany, the Scandi
navian countries, Rumania, and, of course, in England. The 
article in question deals with his impressions and experiences 

‘ particularly in Germany and Rumania, and gives a vivid 
and colourful picture of the situation in both these countries 
in the summer of 1940. We are more especially interested in 
his descriptions of Rumania, which show him a shrewd ob
server and a serious critic.

Leaving Germany, the author travelled to southern 
Europe by way of Hungary. He does not seem to have broken 
his journey in Hungary, for he begins his tale with the 
Balkans. He naturally observed things with American eyes. 
He saw the wretchedly poor villages with their streets deep 
in mud, the little, whitewashed cottages with their red- 
tiled roofs, the wooden ploughs drawn by oxen, with no
where a wheel of steel. He looked with compassion on the 
peasants, men and women clad in coarse and often ragged 
homespun garments made from the wool of their own 
sheep, and in clumsy, home-made shoes. They looked to 
him as primitively self-sufficient as the peasants of the 
American Middle West in Lincoln's time. American farmers, 
says Mr. White, complain a good deal, but the poorest of 
them has at least an oil lamp and a pair of shoes every 
year or so; “but I doubt if any Rumanian or Bulgarian 
peasants handle the equivalent of a dollar a year in our 
cash money."

In the nineteenth century there was no country in
15
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Europe where the peasants were oppressed as in Rumania. 
“ If we ran away from the landlord's estate, abandoning 
house and orchard and vineyard, the work of our parents 
and our own, and they found out our whereabouts, they 
brought us back chained, just as if we had been slaves, lock
ing us up in their cellars or bams in wintertime, with no 
fire, and even throwing water over us so that we should 
freeze and that our sufferings should frighten the others; 
so that many have remained crippled and cannot feed them
selves to-day.” These are the words of one of the peasant 
deputies in 1848. As late as the beginning of the twentieth 
century, in 1907, when the rest of Europe had long forgotten 
its peasant revolutions, the Rumanian peasants revolted 
against the oppression of the boyars; the rising was quelled 
by military force, and 10.000 peasants were killed.

But economic conditions were not alone responsible for 
the tardy social development of the Rumanian peasantry. 
The low cultural standard prevailing throughout the land 
had also something to do with it. In pre-war Rumania 63 
per cent, of the inhabitants could neither read nor write, 
and over 60 per cent of the population belonged to the 
peasantry. A class whose cultural level is so low can hardly 
be expected to buy its boots in Bucharest or to use plough
ing and reaping machines made in America.

The treatment to which peasants in Rumania may be 
subjected to this day is shown by an incident related by 
Mr. White, when a dozen peasants were hindered by sol
diers with fixed bayonets from boarding a train for which 
they had bought tickets with their own hard-earned money. 
“An officer", writes Mr. White, —  "very picturesque and 
beautiful with a sword, a big disk hat, lots of gold braid, 
and smart gauntlets —  comes up. The farmers tell him 
their troubles. For a minute he listens. But presently the 
officer takes off those smart gauntlets and, holding the 
glove fingers in one fist, begins slapping the nearest farmers 
across their faces with the stiff cuffs of the smart gauntlets, 
walking forward into that crowd of farmers, slapping right 
and left as he walks.

“For a minute, it looks as if the farmers might not fall 
back. But the soldiers with the bayonets, obeying a hand
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jerk from the officer, finally move in behind him, and the 
whole crowd of farmers gives way at the picturesque sight 
of the moving bayonets.”

Such is the situation of the peasantry.
Even more picturesque than peasants and villages, 

writes Mr. White, are the cities.
A German traveller wrote in 1861 that the Bucharest 

of those days was ‘ ‘a lump of villages heaped together." 
The Bucharest of our own days is somewhat different. The 
Rumanians, writes Mr. White, always tell you that their 
capital is a compound of Paris and New York. “But I could 
take parts of Tulsa, Oklahoma and Bagdad and put toge
ther a fair working model of Bucharest. . .  It has that 
atmosphere which fresh, not oil money brings to any town, 
even though this one is on the frontiers of Asia. Which is 
where Bagdad comes in. Because the Balkans are on the 
eastern edge of Europe, you catch undertones of Asia, not 
only in the high sheepskin caps of the peasants, but in the 
terrific poverty of the people and in the complete indisposi
tion to do anything about i t .. . Now Rumania is a rich 
country. The oil money has brought thousands of big, new, 
shiny, soft-humming American cars into Bucharest. But so 
far as the Rumanian peasant is concerned, the oil wells 
could be in the moon. For the money drifts to the city and 
is spent in the night clubs.“

But this is only the author's superficial impression. In 
Rumania the modem age did not begin, as elsewhere in 
Europe, with the discovery of the New World by Columbus, 
but about the middle of the nineteenth century. The retro
grade character of the Greek Orthodox religion professed 
by the Rumanian people and the centuries of oriental occu
pation have stood in the way of modem development. In 
1926 M. Vintila Bratianu, one of Rumania's Prime Ministers, 
admitted this when he said: “ With us medieval times began 
when they came to an end in other countries. The Ruma
nian State had to free itself externally before it could 
transform the Phanariot and Russian rule into a national 
and democratic regime under which the liberated energies 
of the people could be turned to account. . .  We were out
side the civilisation of Europe."
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But why worry? “Why not sit back", asks Mr. White, 
interpreting the atmosphere of Bucharest, “as the upper 
classes do, and enjoy the food and the girls, both of which 
are available in immense quantities, and are good if some
what greasy —  and not worry because the peasant still 
weaves his own pants and cultivates the ground with a stick 
pulled by a worn-out crowbait of a steer?”

After this Mr. White turns to politics, and here, being 
an American with little experience of European politics, he 
is not altogether on safe ground.

He realises that the peoples of the Balkans are "so 
scrambled, each village jabbering a different Slav or Latin 
dialect from its neighbor —  that no one could draw a fair 
system of frontiers . . .  It is probably bad that the Rumanians 
have been ruling many Hungarians and Bulgars. But this 
could not be corrected without putting thousands of Ru
manians under Hungarian or Bulgarian rule.”

Quite so — but what is to be done? It seems that 
by a "fair system of frontiers” Mr. White means ethnic 
frontiers, which it is certainly impossible to draw in Eastern 
Europe with its "scrambled” populations. The “brutal way” 
of an arbitrary exchange of populations does not please him 
either, so that he has no panacea to offer. It is a pity that 
he did not take the trouble to study the problem in the 
light of Hungarian or Transylvanian history; had he done 
so, he might have learned that in Hungary it was solved 
by the wise system of absolute tolerance initiated by King 
Stephen the Saint, in Transylvania by the co-ordinate auto
nomies of the “ three nations” , which were in force for four 
centuries, during the period between 1430 and 1848.

For the rest, Mr. White seems to regard the social 
question as more important than the problem of the natio
nalities, whether Hungarian or Bulgarian. In this respect 
his standpoint is simple enough: “ It is hard to envisage any 
change which could be for the worse." He cannot see, he 
says, that the fate of the Balkan worker or peasant would 
be any better, or could be much worse, whether the Ger
mans or Russians or Italians march in; though the local 
aristocracy might suffer.

Nor would it, in his opinion, make any great difference
18
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to the State itself. Political fashions in the Balkans change 
with the fortunes of war, he says, and this is correct as 
regards Rumania, though not as regards the rest of the 
Balkan States. So far as Rumania is concerned, there is no 
disputing the following passage: ‘ ‘Democracy was in vogue 
after the Versailles Treaty. Since the Munich Pact, it has 
been on the wane, and Rumanian politics are an accurate 
weather vane to the troop movements in Western Europe. 
In imitation of the Nazis, King Carol organized his political 
henchmen into a uniform party.” At this point Mr. White 
ventures on a prophesy: ‘ ‘Maybe all this new display of 
gold braid and rooster feathers will regenerate what is left 
of Rumania. 1 would presume to doubt it."

This practically concludes Mr. White’s observations on 
Rumania, except for a last paragraph, which I cannot forbear 
quoting, since it seems to furnish a certain justification for 
the doubt expressed above. ‘ ‘After several thousand years 
of militarized parasitism” , runs the passage, ‘ ‘the Balkan 
upper classes seem completely decadent. They are to be 
seen at their worst in Rumania. The dapper young Ruma
nian with the wasp-waisted suit on my boat was very glad 
I was going to his country. ‘Bucharest’, he explains, ‘has 
the best features of New York and Paris. And all foreigners 
agree that Rumanian women are the best in the Balkans.' 
‘You won't be disappointed in this,' he adds earnestly, 
‘because I can assure you that Rumanian women are very, 
very good indeed.'

‘ ‘Now, in Kansas we also have our local pride. We think 
the flavor of a Kansas fried chicken is also very, very good, 
and that Kansas grows the best wheat in the world, and 
we have never seen any reason to apologize for the kind of 
girls we have out here. Only the State Chamber of Commerce 
has so far neglected to list them among the attractions for 
the passing tourist. In fact, I am fairly sure that any local 
boy overheard telling a tall dark stranger who got off at 
the depot that the Kansas girls were very good indeed, would 
probably get a bust on the nose . . ."
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THE SLOVAKS’ ANTI- ICOSSUTHISM — 
ERSTWHILE AND TODAY

BY
LOUIS J6CSIK

In two January, 1941, issues of the "Slovak", the semi
official Slovak organ, we find a strange historical report. 
This report deals with the doings of Louis Kossuth in 

America; and the tendency of the report was to distort the 
historical role played by Kossuth and to discredit his histo
rical record. We repeat: the attempt thus made by the semi
official “ Slovak”  struck us as being very strange: but it must 
be admitted that the report reflects a certain historical 
necessity. Already in his lifetime Louis Kossuth was driven 
to resort to weapons of offence against the then leaders of 
the Slovaks; and it is no mere coincidence that the political 
ideologists of present-day Slovakia, unable to fight today 
against the person of the apostle of Hungarian liberty, con
centrate their attacks on his memory.

For many years the personality of Kossuth was in the 
Limelight of international political interest. There was no 
other politician in his age whose significance could vie with 
that of Kossuth. This fact in itself makes it imperatively 
necessary that we should in connection with the procedure 
of the semi-official "Slovak”  throw some light on three 
questions: —

1. The first question is, why did the Slovaks during the 
Hungarian War of Independence fight against the Magyars 
and Louis Kossuth?

2. The second question is, what has impelled the present- 
day Slovak leaders to once more level attack on Louis 
Kossuth today, when the nineteenth century has long become 
a thing of the past?

3. The third question is, why have (he political ideo
logists of present-day Slovakia chosen his doings in America 
as the point at which to attack Louis Kossuth?
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Let us see now what answers to these questions are given 
us by historical truth.

It was in the first half of the nineteenth century —  in 
the eighteen-forties —  that the Hungarian people became 
strong enough to attempt to achieve its liberty —  the liberty 
to which every people in the world is entitled. In the eigh
teenth century, feudal Austria succeeded in to an incredible 
extent weakening the Hungarian nation. That Empire ruined 
Hungary's economic life, repressing her industrial develop
ment. As a consequence the towns everywhere fell into decay 
—  there being a serious set-back of these motor and sti
mulating forces of the new national existence. And notwith
standing, the Austrians proved unable to keep in chains the 
national force of the Hungarian people by subjecting it to 
the repressive influence of feudal forms. The idea of liberty 
drove into revolution even the sections of the population 
which were under the influence of the privileged 
classes. The most eminent apostle of the struggle for liberty 
and independence was Louis Kossuth. It was he that endowed 
the whole fight for independence with its ideal substance and 
gave birth to its conceptions.

But the moment the Hungarian nation now roused to 
self-consciousness took up arms to achieve its liberty in a 
struggle against Austria, it was compelled to feel that a section 
of the non-Magyar nationalities —  including also some of 
the leaders of the Slovaks — had risen against it and 
espoused the cause of feudal, anti-national and anti-liberty 
Austria.

Never during the course of the centuries had there been 
such a historical paradox!

For —  and that must not be forgotten — the struggle 
for independence of the Magyars (their leaders in
cluded, not only Kossuth, but also Szechenyi, Wesselenyi, 
etc.) — brought all the peoples of Hungary alike emancipa
tion from serfdom, distribution of land, social liberation and 
a higher form of economic life freed from the domination of 
the guilds, while at the same time those leaders were driven 
to realise that these peoples had joined that Power which 
had scouted such watchwords and would fain have
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plunged again into a state of feudal minority the peoples and 
nationalities of the Empire.

How can this great contradiction or historical paradox 
be explained?

It is not difficult to find the correct answer to this ques
tion. It is indeed particularly easy to do so, seeing that this 
contradicion has been discussed already very exhaustively 
by European historians generally. When we investigate the 
judgments of this paradox of value passed by historiography, 
we must note that every grade of minority and maturity 
asserts itself in the life of peoples too. When dealing origin
ally with the tragedy of the Hungarian struggle for inde
pendence, European historiography severely condemned the 
non-Magyar peoples of the Hungarian kingdom, which took 
sides with the cause of feudalism when they should have 
supported and assisted the Magyars in their own special 
interests too. They endeavoured to satisfy their national 
aspirations by joining the side of that reaction which was 
ab ovo opposed to everything that was national. We see, then, 
that European historiography passed sentence of "minority" 
on those peoples which took part in the work of over
throwing the Hungarian revolutionary fight for liberty as 
henchmen of Russian and Austrian feudalism. And it was 
indeed a sad day when from the mountainous regions of 
Northern Hungary, whither as a consequence of geo
graphical obstacles the fresh European breezes had
failed to penetrate, the mercenary hosts of Hurban —  hosts 
recruited from Czechs; Moravians and Slovaks —  descended 
to the plains to attack the Magyars from behind — the 
Magyars who were fighting for their liberty against odds of 
ten to one. The reaction all over Europe to this sad event 
was such that people began to regard the Slav peoples as 
by nature reactionary. And indeed there is scarely any 
sadder that even the political ideologists of present-day 
who are uninformed and have failed to keep pace with the 
development of history should make their own people defy 
the forces which would otherwise have enabled that people 
to achieve its liberty and human and civic advancement.

This is our answer to the first question. It is however fai 
sadder that even the political ideologists of present-day
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Slovakia should lack adequate historical training to enable 
them to realise the fatal character of the historical blunder 
committed by Hurban. Quite recently Deputy Rusovszky, 
speaking in the Slovak Parliament, established the sad fact 
that after 1848/49 the Slovaks were horribly cajoled by 
Austria. For, after the overthrow of the struggle of the 
Magyars, Austria failed to fulfil the aspirations cherished by 
the Slovaks. Nor indeed could she have fulfilled those aspira
tions; for to do so ran so' completely counter to the feudal 
character of Austria that she would have had to divest herself 
entirely of her own peculiar character if she had desired 
to accomplish everything the Slovaks expected of her. We 
repeat: only the struggle for liberty of the Magyars could 
have achieved the vindication of the national dignity of the 
peoples under the circumstances then prevailing in Central 
Europe. But this fact is not realised by the writers of the 
articles in the official "Slovak” , though the historical per
spective should suffice to enable them to see clearly. They 
lack the higher kind of political training needed to enable 
them to grasp at least the development of Central Europe as 
shown in its historical bearings. They betray just as 
complete a lack of the political and the historical sense as 
did Hurban and his fellows. There cannot be any other ex
planation of the matter referred to in the second question.

But why should the writers of the articles in the semi
official "Slovak” be so upset about Kossuth's doings in 
America?

In America there are living today some 700,000 Slovaks. 
The present leaders of Slovakdom would fain secure the 
support of the Slovaks of America; and thereby Slovak 
policy — we cannot but stress the fact —  betrays its Janus
faced character. The Slovak politicians would like to appear 
in the eyes of the Slovaks of America more democratic than 
Louis Kossuth was of yore. The Magyars have erected a 
monument in Cleveland to commemorate the memory of 
their great apostle of liberty. And it is no mere coincidence 
that the Czecho-Slovaks in the very same town succeeded 
in getting permission to erect a monument to the memory 
of Stefanik. But Stefanik was not a Slovak; he was a Czecho
slovak, and therefore a representative and embodiment of
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that system which for twenty years held in the bonds of 
slavery in Czecho-Slovakia nearly 4 million Germans, 2 mil
lion Slovaks and 1,000.000 Magyars, —  not to speak of the 
500,000 Ruthenians. During the period of his political activity 
Louis Kossuth fought for the civic and human advancement 
of these peoples. And now it is incomprehensible that the 
semi-official „Slovak“ , should desire in America to play 
Stefanik off against Louis Kossuth! It is equally incompre
hensible that one of the outstanding historical representatives 
cf “ Czechoslovakism,: should be set off against Kossuth, who 
fcught for a Central Europe in which every people would 
have felt conscious of being “ unus inter pares” !

These are grave contradictions!!
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HUNGARIAN-YUGOSLAV CONNECTIONS
BY

IMRE PROKOPY

Visit to Belgrade of Valentine Homan, Hungarian 
Minister of Education.

On his way back from Sofia, Valentine Homan, Minister 
of Education, broke his journey at Belgrade, where 
he spent two days —  a circumstance which provided 

an opportunity for a manifestation of the friendship exist
ing between Yugoslavia and Hungary. At the dinner given 
on February 22nd by the Yugoslav Minister of Education, 
Mino Krek, a Slovene, the Yugoslav Minister made a speech 
in which inter alia he said that the Yugoslav people had 
most cordially welcomed the agreement concluded between 
the two countries and that a rapprochement between the 
two was inconceivable without a strengthening of the cul
tural connections. The two peoples must live in friendship, 
if only in order to be able to keep aloof from the war 
and to build up a brighter future for both nations by 
giving one another reciprocal assistance. In his reply Homan 
declared that such a friendly intercourse and co-operation 
was bound to benefit both nations; for the force of the given 
geographical and historical circumstances made the peoples 
of the Danube Basin and the Balkans respectively interde
pendent . . .  “ Our endeavours to further a reciprocal ex
change of cultural values have in recent years been crowned 
with particularly fine results; and for that reason I hope 
that this initiative will be followed by other measures."

Of extreme interest and particularly worth noting in 
its bearing on the further development of the cultural co
operation between the two countries, was the statement made 
by Minister Homan on February 23rd., on the occasion of 
his visit to the Belgrade University, to the effect that the 
Hungarians should acquire a more intimate knowledge of
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Yugoslav culture by learning the Yugoslav languages and the 
Yugoslav savants should on their part widen their knowledge 
of Hungarian culture by learning Hungarian, studies in 
those languages being carried on for the purpose of making 
the intellectual co-operation more thorough.

Some Practical Results of the Cultural Co-operation.

It was in keeping with the objects proposed by Minister 
Homan and in the spirit of the Treaty of Friendship that 
the concerts, literary and scientific lectures given in the 
first half of March and arranged for the purpose of enhanc
ing the cultural co-operation in Budapest and Belgrade 
respectively, were received. This series of cultural manifesta
tions began when the Hungarian Foreign Minister, M. de 
Bardossy, acting on behalf and in the name of Dr. Homan, 
Hungarian Minister of Education, presented as a gift to 
the Yugoslav Foreign Minister, M. Tsintsar-Markovitch, who 
had come to Budapest to ratify the Treaty of Friendship, 
de luxe editions of the Hungarian translations of works of 
three Yugoslav writers —  the Serb Zrjanski, the Croat 
Kolar and the Slovene Zankar. A  few days later, early in 
March, Djurdja Halpar-Leppee, Member of the Zagreb 
Opera, scored a great success when she sang in the Buda
pest Opera. On March 2nd. the concert of the Zagreb Choral 
Society “ Zvonimir", which was founded in 1906, was heartily 
received by the Budapest public; while on March 3rd. 
the world-famed alienist Dr. Ladislas Benedek, professor 
in the Budapest University, was enthusiastically received 
when he lectured before the scientific world of Belgrade. 
A  few days later, on March 9th., the Budapest Goethe and 
La Fontaine Societies arranged a joint Yugoslav matinee, 
with Dr. George Lukacs, a former Minister of Education, in 
the chair; while on March 11th. the Belgrade Philharmonic 
Orchestra gave a concert in the Budapest Opera under the 
direction of their eminent conductor, Lovro Maiacic. And 
finally, on March 8th. in Belgrade and on March 10th. at 
Ujvidek four Hungarian writers —  John Bokay, Joseph 
Nyird, Lawrence Szabo and Zoltan Csuka —  gave recitals 
from their own works; and in both places they received a
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very cordial reception, not only from the public interested 
in literature, but also from official circles. And the very 
latest manifestation of this co-operation, which is ever 
increasing in intensity, was the Serbian translation of the 
novel "Two Prisoners” by Louis Zilahy published in Bel
grade on March 14th.

Minority Affairs.

In the atmosphere cleared by the reactions of the 
Treaty of Friendship —  with the authorities also showing 
a change for the better in their attitude —  the work of 
organising the Magyar Cultural Union is already making 
very rapid progress. According to the announcement made 
at the constituent assembly of the Kula branch (on March 
9th.) by Gyula Kramer, President of the Union, so far the 
work of organising 103 branches is in full swing, 120 Magyar 
societies having joined the Union as Members. Seeing that 
the organisation of the branches is being carried out on the 
widest possible folkic basis, every Magyar living in each 
of the villages or towns being as far as possible induced 
to become Member of the Union, there is every prospect 
that before very long the great majority of the Magyars 
living in the Voivodina will have been incorporated as 
Members of the Magyar Cultural Union and that the great 
majority of the Magyars living in the Croatian Banate will 
have been incorporated in the Magyar Cultural Community 
of that region. And that the work of organisation of the 
Union is being carried on in a spirit of understanding, of 
open-mindedness and of conciliation, may be seen from 
the speech made at the Kula meeting referred to above by 
President Kramer: —  "W e desire to strengthen our harmo
nious co-operation with the other nationalities and ethnic 
groups living here. The Serbs, Magyars and Germans have 
always lived in peaceful symbiosis in this village; and the 
Union is anxious to loyally cherish this tradition of two 
centuries in the future too." This attitude offers a sharp 
contrast to the way of thinking and manner of acting of 
those intolerant and malicious nationality elements which 
quite recently did their best to upset the peaceful symbiosis
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of the nationalities by arbitrarily banning Magyar dances 
and Magyar songs and by economically boycotting the 
Magyars.

To the great delight of the Magyars of Yugoslavia the 
organising movement has been joined also by four villages 
dotting back to the days of the Magyar Conquest of Hun
gary situated in the former County of Szerem — Haraszti 
(Hrastin), where the branch of the Union was established 
already towards the end of February, Szentlaszlo (Laslovo), 
Korogy and Magyarretfalu (Retfala), — the inhabitants of 
which speak a “ dialect preserving many valuable and inter
esting archaisms’’ that in the late eighties of last century 
was made the subject of special study by two eminent Hun
garian linguists, Gabriel Szarvas and Joseph Balassa, while 
the records of their ancient folk music and their folk-songs 
were recently collected by Dr. Louis Kiss, the famous teacher 
of music and conductor.

The work of organisation — encouraged by the German 
example, though on a more modest scale — has already 
been extended also to the sport formations, the object in 
view being to ensure that at last it shall be possible to 
establish sport clubs containing exclusively Magyar members 
and functioning under Magyar direction. For the present, 
all that has been done is the resolution passed by the 
conference convened by the Szabadka (Subotica) "Sport" 
Football Club which met on March 9th. and which was 
attended by representatives of 10 clubs, the said resolution 
declaring that it was considered necessary that a separate 
Magyar Cup contest should be organised within the frame
work of the Serbian Football Association through the agency 
of a Sports Committee to be established within the Magyar 
Cultural Union, that the statutes of the Magyar Cup should 
be submitted for approval through the channel of the Ser
bian Football Association, and that the other sport clubs 
to be duly established should be called upon to take part.

The influence of the modern age is reflected also in 
the circumstance that quite recently the Magyar Women’s 
Charity Guild at Obecse (Stari beceji) arranged courses for 
training in the care of children, 48 of those attending the 
courses having successfully passed their exams. This
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circumstance is mentioned as a sign of the changed condi
tions merely because previously the Magyar national mino
rity had not been allowed to arrange even purely hygienic 
and social courses of the kind.

The improvement in the situation is shown also by the 
fact that His Majesty King Peter 11. himself undertook to 
stand sponsor to the twelfth child of an U jvidek commercial 
traveller, Louis Mokus, of M agyar nationality, sending the 
happy parents by his deputy, Colonel Fran jo Capici, 2000 
dinars in cash, as well as a gold cross with a chain and a 
gold medal. The Magyars of Yugoslavia received this noble 
gesture of the king —  for which there had not been any 
precedent in the past —  with sincere gratitude.

As the examples cited above show, in the field of cul
tural and club life the situation of the Magyar minority — 
as the consequence of a far more understanding policy on 
the part of the Government — has improved very consi
derably as compared with the past. But in the political 
field and in matters of self-government there are still many 
legitimate wishes remaining unfulfilled; and in this respect 
the official circles have not yet got beyond the making of 
promises. In the Danube Banate, for instance, at the mo
ment the Magyars have only 2 representatives on the Banate 
Council, a body containing 48 officially appointed Members 
("Naplo", March 1st.), though their quota of the population 
(which according, to the official statistics is 18— 29°/'o) would 
entitle them to not less than 16 seats. The slighting 
and remarkably demonstrative treatment meted out to the 
Magyars when organising the local government bodies is 
referred to also by the “Zentai Hirado” ; for the number of 
seats on the officially appointed representative council of 
the town of Zenta allotted to the Magyars was only 16, 
though the quota of the population claimed by the Magyars 
there (87—90%) would entitle them to at least 39 seats. 
This grievance is further aggravated by the circumstance 
that these 16 town councillors too were appointed, not on 
the recommendation of the local Magyar organisations, but 
by nomination of the authorities, the result being that these 
councillors cannot be regarded either as the true representa
tives of one or other of the classes of society or branches
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of occupation or indeed of the Magyar inhabitants as a 
whole.

There is an exactly similar situation in evidence also 
in the field of education, —  a subject to which we shall 
return and with which we propose to deal exhaustively in 
our next number. For the moment, taking the words partly 
as an encouraging foretoken, we shall confine ourselves to 
noting the statement made in the middle of February by 
Dr. Branko Kijurina, Ban of the Danube Banate, on the 
occasion of his visit to the villages in the hundreds of Kula, 
Hodsag and Apatin, —  to the effect that the Government 
had decided "to grant without reserve to the ethnic groups 
all the rights due to them, doing so in order to ensure 
the peaceful symbiosis of the nationality in question and 
the Slavs.” We trust that this promise will soon become a 
fact. —
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THE SPLENDID WORK  
OF THE HUNGARIAN RED CROSS

BY
G£ZA RUBLECZKY

In peace and war alike, the Hungarian Red Cross, as a 
member of the International Red Cross organization, takes 
its full share of the great philanthropic work so important 

to the world today. The Red Cross organizations of the 
belligerent States are self-sacrificingly engaged in works of 
charity and mercy in the war-stricken parts of Europe. Mean
while, in one quiet corner of the Continent, the Hungarian 
Red Cross is doing its duty with the same devotion as that 
exhibited by the Red Cross organizations of the countries 
at war.

It may be said that the Red Cross in Hungary has the 
support of the entire population, whose aid it can rely on 
in its work. The various Hungarian social organizations co
operate with it, and their united strength makes it easier to 
cope with greater efficiency and assurance of success with 
the ever harder and greater tasks devolving upon it. In par
ticular, close co-operation exists between the Red Cross and 
such associations as the General Alliance of Retired Army 
Officers, the General Hungarian Firemens Association, the 
General Municipal and County Ambulance Society, the 
Anti-Aircraft League and the Boy Scouts, but, as already 
stated, it has the support of the entire population as well, 
even of the Hungarians who have drifted to America.

In peace times one of the most important tasks of the Red 
Cross is to nurse the sick and succour the indigent. In the 
towns and villages it maintains hospitals and trains nurses, 
who not only attend the sick, but also visit the poor and 
needy. In 1940 there were 349 professional nurses working 
in the hospitals belonging to the Red Cross, but more impor
tant by far than that number is the fact that there are 2609 
trained volunteers ready to respond to the call of the Red
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Cross when it has need of them. Great care is also being 
devoted to the nursing of the sick at home, and courses of 
training in that branch of sick-nursing have been attended 
by no fewer than 19.590 Hungarian women, who, should 
necessity arise, may be counted upon to make efficient nur
ses. The work of training hospital and visiting nurses is going 
on constantly; there are about 40 courses in progress every 
month.

But the nursing of the sick is not the only task under
taken by the Red Cross; it is also busily at work in every 
sphere of life where help is required. The speeding up of 
modem life is responsible for an increasing number of acci
dents, and this makes the establishment of first-aid stations 
supplied with all necessaries at various points on the high
roads, of very great importance. In 1940, 928 such first-aid 
stations were established. Their maintenance entails a very 
great financial sacrifice; yet it would be necessary to increase 
their number. The difficulty for the moment has been over
come by giving roadmen training in first-aid and supplying 
them with portable medicine-cheste. Last year 564 roadmen 
were taught how to render first-aid. On the rivers, 29 first-aid 
stations have been set up, and motor lifeboats patrol the 
water on the watch for accidents, ready to hasten to the 
assistance of people in danger. Besides this, there are 23 
alarm stations that sound a warning to boaters when a storm 
threatens. Last year a new department was added to the 
Red Cross: an aerial ambulance department. This proved 
necessary owing to the disastrous floods of that year, which 
cut off farms and even whole villages from the outside world. 
In cases of that sort supplies of medicine, food and clothing 
for the stricken population of the inundated areas were 
transported by aeroplane.

Important social work is being done by the Red Cross 
among the urban and village poor. The Red Cross plays a 
major role in the administration of the charity work 
inaugurated by Madame Horthy, the biggest scheme in the 
country for aiding the destitute. It is the Red Cross that 
distributes the gifts collected to those in need of them. Its 
members visit hospitals and look after the welfare of 
vagrants confined in detention barracks. It establishes
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libraries among the poorest and most neglected classes in 
the slums, gives legal and medical advice, organizes excursions 
and holidays for poor children, advises young people what 
jobs to choose, arranges story-telling afternoons for little 
children, and maintains infant schools where mothers obliged 
to go out to work may safely leave their little ones. For 
adolescents it has opened an office caring for the welfare 
of trade apprentices. It gives advice to, and provides work 
for, youths from the country, who often feel lost and lonely 
in town. It does all it can to prepare young people for 
practical life. It maintains courses for young agricultural 
labourers, and finds places in homes for apprentices, for 
young boys learning their trades. It provides the young 
people attending the courses with breakfast and dinner. 
It has created a Red Cross youth organization, boasting 
today of 3.259 groups with 117.513 members. The members 
of that youth organization do volunteer work, and play their 
part in the great tasks imposed on the Red Cross by special 
circumstances. Last year 529 youth groupe assisted in the 
work of rescuing the victims of the disastrous floods, and 
later on helped to rebuild the houses that had been destroyed 
by the water.

The care of the Polish refugees confronted the Red 
Cross with a difficult task. Several thousand Poles were 
taken under its wing; those placed in camps were provided 
with medicine, food and clothing, and everything was done 
to ameliorate their lot. With the co-operation of the inter
national Red Cross organizations many thousands of Polish 
refugees were able to establish contact with their families. 
The personal data of about 50.000 Poles were recorded and 
sent to the international headquarters of the Red Cross in 
Geneva, in order that fathers, mothers and children who had 
been separated and had drifted to different countries might 
be able to find one another again in the midst of the inter
national upheaval.

Similarly difficult tasks were laid upon the Red Cross 
after the restoration of parts of Hungary in 1939 and 1940. 
In both cases tens of thousands of refugees driven out of 
their native land had to be cared for. The number of refugees 
from Slovakia and Rumania exceeded 100.000. Their care
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imposed a task of gigantic magnitude upon the Red Cross; 
and what made it harder was the unsympathizing attitude 
of the Rumanian and Slovak authorities, who, far from 
assisting the Red Cross, hindered it in its humane 
endeavours to let the relations of the refugees know what 
had become of the latter.

Last year the Red Cross made a collection of medicines 
and bandages for our Finnish brethren in their heroic 
struggle for freedom. It also opened depots at the big rail
way stations to aid the Germans who were being repatriated 
from Bessarabia. There the latter received warm food, and 
those who were ill were attended to.

The above is merely a brief and sketchy description 
of the self-sacrificing work being done by the Hungarian 
Red Cross. No article could give a full account of the 
activities of this splendid organization; to do so would re
quire volumes. In the past the Hungarian Red Cross has 
always been at hand where help was required, and in 
future it will also always be where deeds of mercy and 
human charity are needed.
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COUNT PAUL TELEKI ON THE HUNGARIAN 
GOVERNMENT’S WORK

THE JEWISH QUESTION. PREMIER LAYS STRESS ON THE 
NECESITY FOR A HIGHER MORAL TRAINING OF THE 

CHRISTIAN POPULATION

America Blocks Hungarian Assets.

On 20th March, the Hungarian Life Party held a Party 
meeting at which Count Paul Teleki gave a detailed 
description of the Government's work. Life today — 

he said — presented an enormous number of difficulties, 
both as regards relations between State and State and also 
as regards the internal economic machinery of the 
various countries. The procuring of raw materials, the keep
ing of our economic life from coming to a standstill, the 
constant necessity of comparing our own situation with that 
of other countries, involved very much work and no little 
worry; added to which the great difficulties caused not 
only in this country but also all over Europe, by last year’s 
bad crops had to be coped with.

One of the problems that had caused no little worry 
was how to supply the Hungarian State Railways with 
sufficient coal. This had at last been succesfully solved, but 
there were always new problems awaiting solution. At 
several enquetes the Government had discussed the idea 
of repatriating the Magyars of Bukovina. This was a ques
tion both of foreign policy and internal settlement. During 
the past few weeks the Government had met five times to 
discuss the passing of a third anti-Jewish law, in connec
tion with which the Premier laid stress on the necessity of 
simultaneously raising the level of the moral training of the 
Christian population. He also spoke of Transylvania,
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of the preparatory work being done and of the discussion 
of questions bearing on Transylvanian ecclesiastical matters, 
church policy, education and economy, and the prepara
tion on foot to bring in more members of Parliament from 
that province.

Other matters that provided the Government with 
constant work were the questions of the army and of 
military equipment, which were yet far from being solved, 
also the problems of the rivers which because of the coun
try's dismemberment had been neglected for so long. Today 
from the point of view of navigation alone a new set of 
problems presented themselves which would have to be 
uniformly solved. An uniform plan would have to be worked 
out, an ideal plan that in the present circumstances v/ould 
overtax our capacities, but would embrace everything re
quired to effect a harmonious and perfect solution of these 
questions. Besides this, we should have to elaborate another 
plan which would contain a solution of all the urgent and 
important questions of so-called controlled agriculture for a 
certain period of time.

Transylvanian Land Reform.
Re-evaluation of the War Loan.

Several conferences had been held in connection with 
preparations for the census and with its observation while 
it was in progress. The Premier specially mentioned the 
discussions about sites for building, one of the problems of 
the Transylvanian Land Reform. The question of sites for 
dwelling-houses would have to be settled before the final 
instructions for the execution of a general Land Reform 
were issued. The Minister of Finance had devoted much 
work to the reorganization of credit institutes in Tran
sylvania and to many other needful measures connected with 
credit in general. An Ordinance would be issued shortly
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making provision for the credits required for agricultural 
investments. Steps had been taken to assist the owners of 
vineyards ruined by elemental catastrophes; the framework 
of the National Fund for helping people to set themselves 
up in business had been extended as far as possible; and 
progress had been made in the question of the re-evaluation 
of the War Loan. A  new taxation law was in course of 
preparation, as was also a reform of death and donation 
duties. ,

Foreign Trade Negotiations and Agreements.

The management of the only bitumen field in Hungary 
had been taken over by the State; preparations were being 
made to establish a State Harbour Exchange; the bye-laws 
regulating engineering were being fram ed; provision had 
been made to establish and equip works for  the manufacture 
of fine mechanical instruments and foundries, as well as 
for the developm ent of our mineral oil refineries. The 
Government had been obliged to enter into negotiations with 
various States for an exchange of commodities; new agree
ments had had to be concluded in consequence of the 
changed possibilities of transport or the changed value of 
m oney; we had increased our export and —  import quotas 
with Soviet Russia, and had also concluded various agree
ments with Italy.

The question o f roads and railways in Transylvania was 
a very serious problem, the solution of which would have 
to be effected in a way satisfying both military and civilian 
interests. Numerous measures had been necessary, especially 
in Transylvania, in order to improve cattle-breeding. The 
question of supplying wine-growers with sulphate of copper 
was a difficult one requiring international negotiations. To 
aid the owners of vineyards who had suffered great losses 
owing to last year's elemental catastrophes, a production
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loan would be negotiated in a few days. Preparations were 
also on foot to solve the problem of the parcelling of land, 
which must be done by the State. Here 1960 villages and 
about two million cadastral yokes were involved.

M. Bardossy in Germany.

The Premier next went on to speak of M. Bardossy's 
visit to Germany, emphasizing that the Hungarian Foreign 
Minister’s sojourn there had no special significance. It was 
only natural that on taking office the Foreign Minister 
should seek an opportunity of making the acquaintance of 
the German and Italian Ministers of Foreign Affairs, since 
personal and closer contacts would be of service to all con
cerned. During the past few days Hungarian public opinion 
had been occupied with the question of the blocking of 
Hungarian assets in the United States. There was no reason 
— said Count Teleki — for any undue excitement; we were 
the twelfth State to which this had happened, and means 
would be devised to protect our interests from any special 
injury.

The Premier laid particular stress on the point that the 
Hungarian Nation was seeking the best path for the future. 
If we did not lose confidence in ourselves we should be able 
to surmount every difficulty.
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THE HUNGARIAN FOREIGN MINISTER 
IN GERMANY

On 20th March M. Ladislaus Bardossy, Hungarian 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, left Budapest for Ger
many to visit Herr von Ribbentrop, Germany Foreign 

Minister. He was accompanied by Madame Bardossy, M. 
Eugene Ghyczy, M. Tibor Bartheldy, and M. Anthony Ullein- 
Reviczky, Ministers Plenipotentiary, also by his personal 
secretary, M. Elemer Ujpetery, Secretary of Legation.

Before starting M. Bardossy made the following state
ment to a representative of the Hungarian Telegraphic 
Bureau: ,,It is with great pleasure that I set out for
Germany. This visit will give me an opportunity of establish
ing personal contact with the foreign Minister of the German 
Reich.

"Fruitful co-operation between Germany and Hungary 
is assured not only by the traditionally good and neigh
bourly relations arising from an old comradeship-in-arms, 
but also, since last autumn, by Hugary's partnership in the 
Berlin Three Power Pact. But after all the real basis of our 
co-operation is not the dead letter of a treaty or even the 
memory, however sacred, of historical traditions that may 
grow faint with the passage of time; it is the feeling, shared 
by both nations, of a community of interests and of inter
dependence, which are the best safeguards of our independent 
national existence.

"I attach particular significance to the fact that my 
meeting with the leaders of the Great German Reich is to 
take place just in Munich, where the process of deliverance 
from the shameful fetters of Trianon began two and a half 
years ago. I feel certain that my visit will not only serve 
as a fresh demonstration of the closer friendly relations 
between the two countries, but will also help to make that 
friendship closer and stronger."

M. Bardossy arrived in Munich on 21th March. He was 
met at the railway station, which was gay with flags, by
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Herr von Ribbentrop, German Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
M. Demeter Sztojay, Hungarian Minister in Berlin, and 
Baron Dornberg, Chef de Protocol. Herr von Ribbentrop 
accompanied M. Bardossy to his hotel, where Frau von 
Ribbentrop was waiting to receive Mme Bardossy. M. Bar- 
dossy’s first act after his arrival was to place a wreath on 
the monument to the heroes of the National Socialist move
ment. A fter this act of reverence the Hungarian Minister of 
Foreign A ffairs paid a visit to Herr von Ribbentrop at his 
quarters in the Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten. A  long and cordial 
conversation took place between the two Foreign Ministers 
in the course of which all matters affecting the mutual 
interests of the two countries were discussed. A fter this 
conversation Herr von Ribbentrop entertained M. Bardossy 
to lunch in the Prinz Karl Palace.

Herr Hitler’s Conversation with M. Bardossy.

On 21st March, at four o ’clock in the afternoon, Herr 
Hitler saw M. Bardossy in the Fiihrer’s palace in Konigs 
Platz, where in the presence of Herr von Ribbentrop he had 
a lengthy conversation with the Hungarian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs. The conversation, which lasted an hour and 
a half, was cordial in tenor. A t its close M. Bardossy 
presented the members of his suite to the Fiihrer.

The following official report of the conversation between 
Herr Hitler and the Hungarian Foreign Minister was issued 
by the German Telegraphic Bureau:

„G n Friday the Fiihrer, in the company of Herr von 
Ribbentrop, received the Hungarian Minister of Foreign 
Affairs M. Bardossy, in the Fuhrer's Palace. The conversa
tion between them took place in the spirit of the traditional 
and close friendship existing between Germany and Hungary. 
A t its close the Hungarian Foreign Minister presented the 
members of his suite, Minister Plenipotentiary M. Tibor 
Bartheldy, Chef du Cabinet, Minister Plenipotentiary M. 
Eugene Ghyczy, head of the political department and 
Minister Plenipotentiary M. Anton Ullein-Revicky, head of 
the Press and cultural department.”
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Herr von Ribbentrop’s Toast.

At the lunch given in honour of the Hungarian Foreign 
Minister Herr von Ribbentrop addressed the following words 
to M. Bardossy.

“Your Exellency, when in 1918 our two States laid 
down their arms after —  as the Fiihrer said —  the greatest 
swindle ever heard of in the world's history, it soon became 
evident that Germany and her allies had accepted extremely 
hard terms. The path of suffering upon which the German 
and Hungarian nations entered proved to be hard, harder 
than might have been expected even from the most 
pessimistic predictions. In those days —  days first of 
humiliation, then of apathy and finally of apparent deteriora
tion — Germany and Hungary, as befitted countries who had 
been comrades-in-arms during the world war, remained loyal 
friends, nay more, recognizing that they were bound together 
for better for worse by a community of interests, they drew 
even closer to each other. No injustice and no sufferings, 
however, could quench the belief entertained by these two 
nations, burning with the same ardent patriotism, that some 
day a change was bound to come, and that both countries 
would escape from the path of humiliation which they had 
been forced to tread.

"Then when after a few years the Fiihrer succeeded in 
rousing Germany from apathy and raising her to the position 
of one of the most powerful States in the world, the time 
came to break the intolerable fetters of Versailles and Tria
non and to secure for our peoples the Lebensraum to which 
they were naturally entitled.

"In those years — I wish to stress this point — the 
Hungarian nation under the guidance of his Highness Admiral 
Horthy, Regent of Hungary, entered into an increasingly 
close connection with the Axis, and from sufferings shared 
in common arose a community of action. Hungary was the 
first State to join the three Power Pact as represented by 
Germany, Italy and Japan. That Germany and Italy took up 
cudgels for Hungary at that time was merely natural, and 
the circumstance that as events developed we were able to 
redress the serious territorial injustice done to Hungary in
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the Treaty of Trianon was a matter of particular satisfaction 
to us.

“ In connection with this I cannot neglect to mention 
Your Excellency's predecessor in Office, Count Csaky, that 
Hungarian Statesman whose premature death was sincerely 
mourned by all of us. Count Csaky for whom we all cherished 
the most friendly feelings and with whom I myself co
operated closely, foresaw with sure instinct and clear vision 
the events that are now taking place in Europe, and drew 
his own conclusions for Hungary from what he foresaw. His 
work contributed in a decisive measure to the development 
of a close friendship between the two countries.

“Your Excellency, we have been told that it was Count 
Csaky himself who during his last illness suggested that 
should he be unable to resume office, you were the man pre
destined to take up his work and pursue the policy so suc- 
pesfully inaugurated by himself, a policy that had proved 
so beneficial to his own country. You may be assured that 
so long as you pursue that policy of close friendship with us 
and our two allies, you may count on the loyal support of 
the German Government and my own close co-operation. In 
this spirit I have the pleasure of welcoming Your Excellency 
most cordially on behalf of the Government of the Reich.

"Your Excellency, the allied Great Powers, Germany 
Italy and Japan, together with the friendly States who have 
joined the Three Power Pact of which Hungary was the first, 
are fighting their last fight against their last enemy, Eng
land. That the events of 1940 have already decided the war 
forced upon us by England's ultimatum of 3rd September 
1939 in Germany's and her allies’ favour, is something of 
which we are firmly convinced.

“ The year 1941 will bring the final proof of this and the 
events of that year will force our enemy to admit her defeat. 
We are particularly pleased to see that Hungary —  our old 
comrade-in-arms in the world war —  is on our side and is 
contributing what she can to our victory. I drink to the 
health of His Highness Admiral Horthy, Regent of Hungary 
and to the future of the Hungarian nation.”
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M. Bardossy’s Reply.

The toast proposed in reply by M. Bardossy was as 
follows:

"Your Excellency, I thank you with all my heart for the 
extremely warm words of welcome addressed to me and for 
the cordial reception I have enjoyed.

“ I feel particularly gratified and honoured by the cir
cumstance that my first official visit is to our close friend, 
the German Reich, and that thanks to this visit I have had 
the opportunity of establishing personal contact with your 
Excellency. I am also very glad that my first visit is to the 
town which saw the birth of the National Socialist movement.

"As an old student of the Berlin University and as a 
Hungarian I am always sincerely pleased when I have the 
opportunity of visiting the hospitable German Reich, when 
I step on the soil of a country to which Hungary is linked 
intellectually, politically and economically and with numer
ous ties of sympathy.

"With a clear conscience I may state that from the 
moment when we joined hands in a struggle against the 
tyranny and injustice of Versailles and Trianon Hungary’s 
policy has undergone no change. The succeeding Hungarian 
Governments have always been aware that only extensive 
and close co-operation with the German Reich could bring 
redress of the national disaster that overtook the Hungarian 
people, and that nothing else would help us to achieve our 
righteous aims.

“ I wish to express my most cordial thanks for your Ex
cellency's statement that it was a matter of particular satis
faction to Germany that Hungary achieved a terriorial revi
sion of the Trianon peace Edict. I can assure your Ex
cellency that the Hungarian nation rejoiced each time 
the great Fiihrer of the German people —  our comrades-in- 
arms and allies —  with his matchless statemanship smashed 
one pillar after another of the Versailles Peace. The political 
instincts of the Hungarian people —  who correctly realize 
the community of interests of the two nations —  saw in the 
Fiihrer’s acts events of vital importance to themselves.

“ I consider it my chief duty to carry on the work begun
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by Count Csaky and to continue the successful foreign policy 
pursued by my country in the spirit of the German, Italian 
and Japanese Three Power Pact. I thank Your Excellency 
most cordially for pour expression of trust and promise of 
support. Every Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs must 
be proud to co-operate in a spirit of close friendship with 
the great German Reich, which is now fighting its last heroic 
fight for a just readjustment of Europe.”

In conclusion the Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs 
drank to the health of the Fiihrer and the greatness and 
prosperity of the German Reich.
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P O L I T I C A L  M O S A I C
RUMANIA IN OLD AND NEW EUROPE

Rumania cannot rest in peace. She demands the restoration 
ol her former, now broken, frontiers and keeps on intriguing 
against her neighbours. In blind rage she not only challenges 
Hungary and Bulgaria, but is even prepared to quarrel with 
Soviet Russia.

Recently Patriarch Nicodem issued a pastoral letter to the 
Rumanian nation, in which he described the Vienna Award forced 
upon Rumania by the Axis Powers as “a ruthless and terrible 
mutilation” . The country is groaning in pain —  says the 
Patriarch —  as though the lament of the great Rumanian poet, 
Eminescu, who said that "From the Dnyester to the Tisza the 
whole Rumanian nation weeps” , had come true. The Patriarch 
then appeals to the Almighty to save the Rumanian people from 
having to quaff this cup of bitterness, and prays that they may 
be allowed to unite again within their old frontiers.

This pastoral letter, issued by the head of the Rumanian 
Church, clearly shows that Rumania has not given up her dream 
of ruling from the Dnyester to the Tisza,

That country has learned nothing from the experiences of 
the past twenty-two years. Hatred, ignorance and ambition, 
taking advantage of momentary weakness, created a large State 
which collapsed the first time it was faced with serious 
difficulties. All the favours showered upon it by the era now past 
were not enough to enable it to play the great role assigned to 
it. With stolen, alien territories in her possession, Rumania gave 
herself up to dreams of supremacy, to achieve which she kept 
five million people of other nationality in the galling bonds of 
minority slavery. During the past two decades the country was 
in a constant state of revolution kept in check by military 
law, and the corruptness of public life, coupled with this permanent 
unrest, was poisoning the whole atmosphere of South Eastern 
Europe. Rumania made no attempt either to appease her own 
subjects or to effect reconciliation with her neighbours; she added 
blunder to blunder and has no one but- herself to blame for the 
ruin that has overtaken her.

But history knows no cold shower sobering enough to bring 
the Rumanians, intoxicated with dreams of supremacy, to their 
senses. They still continue to behave as they have done for the 
past twenty-two years.

Even now Rumania has a considerable number of minority 
citizens, amongst others about a million Magyars. She has not
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taken to heart the lessons taught by the unfortunate results of 
her minority policy during the Trianon era. She not only 
continues to pursue the old disastrous policy of intriguing against 
her neighbours, but also contrives to make the atmosphere of 
hatred at home more stifling than ever.

In a lengthy article published in a Rumanian newspaper 
appearing in Arad, a writer, who evidently aspires to winning the 
same kind of laurels as Haynau did at Brescia, threatens to 
bastinado any Rumanian women who dare to speak a single word 
of Hungarian. In his opinion, however rude and unchivalrous it 
may seem, the only way to prevent people chatting in Hungarian 
is to flog them.

Such Press statements require little commentary. If women 
of Rumanian ethnic origin are threatened with a beating for 
daring to speak Hungarian, what is likely to happen to those 
whose mothertongue it is?

Rumania not only flouts the Vienna Award; she also 
evidently vizualises settling down thus in the new European order 
of things. She heats the atmosphere of Orthodox mysticism to 
the point of fanaticism in order to foster hatred of their neigh
bours among her own people.

FRESH PERSECUTION OF THE MAGYARS LEFT IN 
SOUTHERN TRANSYLVANIA

As a result of the Vienna Award of 30th August 1940 about 
a million Magyars were left in Rumania. After the Iron Guard 
got the upper hand, their position became much more serious 
then it had ever been before. They live in a state of civil 
disability, unparalleled except perhaps in the case of the Magyars 
of Transylvania in 1919, at the time when the Paris Peace 
Treaties detached that province from Hungary and awarded it 
to Rumania. Then, as now, minority inhabitants, in the first place 
the Magyars of the detached areas, were deprived of their most 
elementary rights in the fields of politics and culture as well 
as economics.

The Magyars of Rumania suffer chiefly on account of the 
high-handed way in which the Rumanian Government ignores its 
binding agreement with the Hungarian Government concerning the 
claims of those who have opted in favour of Hungary. For 
months the Rumanian Government kept the Magyars in a fever 
of excitement and uncertainty with statements {the last was made 
on 22nd February) to the effect that the six months allowed by 
the Vienna Award for opting would expire on 28th February. 
The Hungarian Government, on the other hand, adopted the 
view that no period for opting could be fixed until the two 
Governments had arrived at an agreement regarding the methods 
to be employed. At last, on 26th February, a settlement was
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effected between the two countries on the terms proposed by the 
Hungarian Government. Now that this agreement has been made 
public, those concerned may learn that, far from the period 
allowed for opting having expired on 28th February, it has 
not been fixed yet by the two Governments, and will not be fixed 
until a reciprocal agreement has been reached determining how 
the right to opt. is to be exercised and regulating the details 
connected with the properties of those who, availing themselves 
of that right, decide to leave Rumania.

The Rumanian Government’s unilateral interpretation of the 
relevant provisions has been used as a weapon to harass the 
Magyars, and pressure is being brought to bear on them 
by the authorities in order to force them to leave the country. 
Many have been compelled to yield to that pressure, and, selling 
their properties for a song, have left their native land, only to be 
robbed of their possessions —  articles of value and money — 
at the frontier. The loss, material and moral, sustained by the 
Magyars of Rumania because of this conduct of the Rumanian 
authorities is incalculable.

Even today the authorities refuse the Magyars permission to 
organize, hold meetings and gatherings, or arrange lectures. 
Because of this, not only the social and church life of the 
Magyars, but also their co-operative business, is paralyzed. The 
Magyar racial community does not possess one single Hungarian 
daily, lor the "Deli Hirlap”, which was published in Temesvar, 
was suppressed by the Government last December, and has not 
been allowed to appear since. In most places the wireless sets 
belonging to Magyars have been confiscated, so that now, lacking 
newspapers in their own language and the wireless, the Magyars 
of Rumania are in ignorance of what is going on in the world. 
Even during breaks the pupils of village elementary schools are 
not allowed to speak a word of Hungarian. Speaking Hungarian 
in any case exposes people to insults and persecution everywhere, 
so that nobody dares to use that language openly in the streets. 
In very many places the Magyar inhabitants are treated with 
great inhumanity, and even today are subjected to domiciliary 
visits. M. Joseph Keresztes, a Reformed Church pastor, was 
cruelly tortured in Arad, and it was only on the intervention of 
the German and Italian Mixed Commission that he was released 
by the police. M. Keresztes, who had been kept in chains and 
maltreated for a long time, is now laid up at home with a 
nervous breakdown. In Aldoboly (Dobolii de Jos), a village of 
County Haromszek, Stephen Imre, a local farmer, who had gone 
out at night to the stable with a lamp to see why his cattle were 
restless, was severely beaten by the Frontier Guards with the 
butt-ends of their rifles. He was taken to the hospital at Brasso 
in a dying condition. In Arapatak (Araci), another frontier 
village in the same county, the premises of the Reformed Church
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elementary school were being used for Divine Service because the 
church itself had been badly damaged by the earthquake. But 
on instructions from the authorities the Rumanians have begun to 
hold their dances in those premises, so that the Magyars prefer to 
worship in the dangerous church building. One Sunday, when 
there was to have been a baptism, and all the Calvinists of the 
village flocked to the church, the gendarmes drove them away 
and beat two young men nearly to death. The Reformed Church 
authorities were required to hand over the courtyard of the 
parochial buildings to be used as a site for a Rumanian church, 
and were told that if they refused it would be taken away by 
force.

The German Press has begun to take note of what is going 
on in Rumania. On 22nd February the “Siidost Echo'’, a news
paper appearing in Vienna, contained a rather long article 
showing how German education had fared in Rumania. In the 
light of that article the boasted "benevolence” with which the 
various Governments had, according to their own statements, 
treated the minorities turns out to have been little deserving of 
the eulogies they bestowed on it. The “Siidost Echo” accords full 
praise to the educational policy of the pre-war Hungarian 
Government and at the same time declares that the German 
State schools maintained after the war by the Rumanian Govern
ment for the Swabians of the the Banate lost more and more of 
their natural character year by year. In the Banate — says the 
“Siidost Echo” — there is scarcely such a thing as a German 
school. The schools of the Saxons of Transylvania —  which 
before 1919 were generously subsidized by the Hungarian State 
and which were able to function undisturbed during the Hungarian 
era —  found themselves is a much less favourable position 
under Rumanian rule. If everything is taken into consideration 
—  says the article in question —  it will be found that German 
education in Rumania may be considered to have practically 
ceased by 1940. It was only at the eleventh hour that 
reconstruction on a National Socialist basis saved the German 
schools from utter extinction.

LANDS ARBITRARILY EXPROPRIATED DURING 
THE RUMANIAN ERA MAY BE RECLAIMED.

THE LAND REGISTRY OFFICE IS FUNCTIONING AGAIN 
IN THE RESTORED AREAS.

The areas of Eastern Hungary and Transylvania restored 
to Hungary are daily becoming more and more an organic part 
of the mother-country. March the 17th was an important date in 
their life, for on it the Land Registry Office began to function 
again, and the Hungarian laws relating to real estate came into 
force.
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As a consequence Northern Transylvania has now become 
organically connected with the highly developed legal system in 
force in Hungary, from which it was so arbitrarily detached by 
Trianon, How disastrous the effects of the 22 years of Rumanian 
rule were on legal life in Transylvania, may be gathered from 
the fact that in the restored areas the Hungarian authorities 
were obliged to suspend the functions of the Land Register for 
more than six months. The departing Rumanian authorities left 
everything connected with the Land Register in the greatest con
fusion, which is not surprising when we consider that in the 
so-called "Regat" —  Rumania proper —  the Land Register was 
an unknown institution, and that little was done in the past 22 
years to introduce it there. No wonder then that the Transylv
anian Land Registry Office suffered in consequence of the 
occupying Rumanian regime's ignorance of its functions.

Simultaneously with its beginning to function again a 
number of measures came into force that make a redress of the 
wrongs suffered during the past 22 years by Magyar landowners 
possible. Those who during the Rumanian era were induced to 
part with their estates to persons threatening to persuade the 
authorities to take steps involving serious financial or other 
losses to the owners and serving the interests of the would-be 
purchasers may, under Order in Council 1440/1941 issued by the 
Prime Minister, apply before 22nd February 1942 for the trans
actions to be invalidated.

It would be dificult to enumerate all the many illegal or 
pseudo-legal methods employed by the Rumanian authorities and 
private persons abusing their privileged position as majority 
citizens to deprive the Magyars of Transylvania of their posses
sions. Compulsion, threats, misrepresentations, abuse of official 
authority, judicial partizanship, legal quibble, were all employed 
to deprive the autochthonous Magyars of their property. 
‘ ’Historians" were paid by the Rumanian Government to comb 
ancient archives and produce all manner of false data to prove 
that the assets of the economic and cultural institutions belonging 
to the Hungarian churches could either be taken from them by 
means of lawsuits or simply confiscated. The lawyers employed 
by the State and the municipalities were constantly on the watch 
to discover various pretexts for laying hands on the estates of 
the Magyars. Certain cases were such crying instances of in
justice, bore such marked signs of mere greed, that they achieved 
a shameful notoriety all the world over. Such was the case of 
the Private Property of the Szeklers of Csik, upon which finally 
judgment in favour of the plaintiff minority was pronounced by 
the Geneva Areopagus. Onisiforu Ghibu, priest and professor, 
was notorious for his zeal in laying claim on behalf of the State 
to minority property. Ghibu marked out the estates of the Roman 
Catholic Church of Transylvania as his prey, and with the help
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of the State, the Courts of Law and the Land Registry officials 
applied himself to the task of stripping that ancient Church bare.

Now when the hosts of greedy pro-consuls have departed 
from part of a Transylvania reduced to the level of a mere 
colony, elementary justice demands that the despoiled Magyar 
institutions and private persons should be reinstated in their 
rightful possessions.

The Order also makes mention of those who parted with 
their real estate, not because they were compelled by the autho
rities to do so, but because they had suffered such severe 
financial losses during the period of occupation that they were 
forced to sell on terms ensuring an unreasonable profit to the 
purchasers. Such persons may claim compensation, either in the 
form of a restitution of part of their land, or in some other 
form. Then let us remember the 100.000 odd Magyars who after 
the Trianon Edict of lamentable memory was enforced, were 
forced t o ' leave their native land because their new masters 
had taken the bread out of their mouths. And let us think of the 
no small number of exiles driven out of their homeland by brutal 
treatment and the fear of death. Those people were obliged to 
sell their belongings for a song, in order to save at least a 
fraction of their possessions. Elementary justice demands redress 
for these people too.

As regards the negative side of the Order, mention should 
be made of the fact that neither §. 1 nor §. 2 refers to the trans
actions in real estate that were effected within the framework 
of the law, such, for instance, as took place under the Land 
Reform. The Rumanian Land Reform with all its legal con
sequences remains valid, and this although Rumanian official 
circles made no secret of the fact that it was devised in order 
to break the economic and political strength of the Transylvanian 
Magyars. Despite this it will be left intact by the Hungarian, 
Government, with which a respect of vested rights is a tradition 
and which is inspired by a spirit of social understanding.

Another important measure contained in the Order stipulates 
that no aliens may acquire possession of agricultural or forest 
land in the restored areas without the permission of the Minister 
for Agriculture. This restriction is no novelty; it merely upholds 
an old Rumanian law, with the difference that the Hungarian 
interpretation thereof will not prove detrimental to the 
Rumanians of Transylvania. For in the Rumanian legal system 
the conception of citizenship is expressed by the term ,,nation- 
alitate” , corresponding to the French word "nationalite", and 
the authorities, taking full advantage of its double meaning, 
used it as a means to prevent people of Magyar nationality 
acquiring real estate. As Hungarian law makes a sharp distinc
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tion between nationality and citizenship, there is nothing to 
prevent a priori an elastic interpretation of the conception of 
citizenship.

WHAT THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT HAS DONE FOR 
THE PEOPLE OF SUB-CARPATHIA

From the first moment of the return to the Crown of St. 
Stephen of the ‘‘gens fidelissima” , —  the most loyal followers of 
Prince Rakoczi in his war of liberty, both the Hungarian Govern
ment and the public of the mother country have been doing their 
best to make these honest people forget all the miseries of the 
twenty years of Czech domination. Sub-Carpathia is, perhaps, the 
most deserted spot on earth. Its people are poor, its land is 
barren, and the twenty years of Czech rule introduced all sorts of 
political, and religious controversies. In consequence, the opposing 
groups of the population were always too weak in their division 
to unite against their rulers for the defence of their interests.

The foremost task of the Hungarian Government was to 
alleviate the misery of the Ruthenian people and thus to make it 
a useful and productive member of the community of St. Stephen's 
Crown. The repair of the neglected roads, bridges and railway 
lines, and the building of new ones, was the first step towards 
this end; hereby the Ruthenian people has been enabled to convey 
its products to the mother country. The Hungarian Government 
has spent over 10 million pengo on the repair of roads and bridges. 
This sum meant a substantial contribution towards the abolition of 
unemployment, which had already become a state of natural develop
ment in the twenty years of the Czech regime. After the repair 
of the means of communication the most essential thing was the 
exploitation of the greatest natural resource of Sub-Carpathia, 
that of wood. The cultivation of forests and the production of wood 
is now proceeding at such speed that to-day there is not only no 
unemployment question in Sub-Carpathia, but, on the contrary, 
there is a growing shortage of labour. In some places, however, 
there is an occasional wave of unemployment, but here (as for 
example at Munkacs), the Government at one blow solves the 
problem by means of some public works. For twenty years the 
Czech exercised such a ruthless policy of exploitation in the Sub- 
Carpathian forests that, if their regime had lasted another 20 years, 
there would have been no forests left in that region. In order *o 
counterbalance the effects of this disastrous policy, the Hungarian 
Government at once took steps to begin the planting of new 
forests. Thus, at the very outset the Government had 3 million pine 
saplings planted and established 123 nurseries, in order to en
courage the production of wood. The above numbers have since 
increased considerably, and the planting of new forests is proceed
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ing at a rapid pace. At the same time, the Government took 
measures to improve the quality of pastures, cattle breeding and 
dairy farming being the principal means of living in Sub-Carpa
thia. Considering the present economic crisis of ihe country, it 
was wellnigh a heroic deed to provide, at such times, for the 
repair and cleaning of pastures and the setting up of drinking 
places for the cattle. In order to illustrate what enormous re
sponsibility the Government has undertaken, it will be enough to 
mention that in the district of Szobranc the cleaning of pasture 
land needed 8.700 working days, while the improvement of pasture 
land in the district of Raho cost 100.000 pengo.

IFurthermore, great care had to be taken of cattle-breeding, 
special breeds of cattle had to be purchased which could survive 
on the alpine pasture land in Sub-Carpathia, The Government 
distributed 72.000 brood-cows among the farmers, who pay the 
price —  by instalments —  from the amount received for the milk 
sold by them to the cooperative societies. The organization of these 
cooperative societies requires great care, and the Government has 
hitherto issued 41.000 licences for the opening of new branches.

The scheme effected by Government in respect of the co
operative movement has proved very beneficial to the people of 
Sub-Carpathia. The old branches have been retained, while new 
ones have been established with the assistance of the National 
Credit Institute and the “ Hangya” ("Ant") Cooperative Society. 
The cooperative societies provide, not only for the supply of the 
people of Sub-Carpathia, but also for the selling of its products. 
For this purpose the Government has organized the Society for 
the Sale of Cattle, with the participation of the Hungarian 
Farmers' Union and the “Hangya” . This society is not merely a 
business undertaking, but it also deals with the improvement of 
live stock and its most advantageous exploitation; for this reason 
the Society buys the surplus products even in the smallest villages.

With a view to finding a similar solution for the credit to 
be extended to the Ruthenian farmers, the Hungarian Government 
has settled the affairs of the “ Podsharpatska Bank", which had 
been on the verge of bankruptcy towards the end of the Czech 
regime. The Government had to offer a helping hand in order that 
its shareholders, poor Ruthenes in America and Sub-Carpathia, 
may not lose their small savings. The bank was saved by the in
tervention of the Bank Syndicate and thus the investments of 
small people were also saved.

Further economic assistance was given to Sub-Carpathia by 
the Government’s resolution to exploit all the products of the land 
so as to serve the wellbeing of the Ruthenian population. The 
Government has set up ten institutes for experimentation with 
medicinal plants and aerating establishments for the drying of 
medicinal plants, whereby the Verhovina region, which is rich in 
medicinal plants, has found a new means of livelihood. At Nagy-
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szSllos a flax mill has been built, while at Tekehaza a working 
house for basket making has been opened and wickers for this 
purpose purchased in the neighbourhood.

In additional to these economic measures the Hungarian 
Government has also been careful to raise the level of education 
in Sub-Carpathia. On January 26th, 1941, the foundation of the 
Sub-Carpathian Scientific Society took place with a view to further
ing and protecting the Ruthenian scientific and ethnographic values 
and interests. The Government has also opened a number of 
schools for the education of children in their own tongue. The 
number of teachers recently appointed to Sub-Carpathia is over 
1500, and these teachers frequently go for short visits to the 
Capital, as the guests of the Government, while the most eminent 
pupils of Sub-Carpathian schools are educated free of charge in 
institutes in Budapest. The Hungarian Budget this year allotted 
1 million pengo for scholastic purposes in Sub-Carpathia.

The above is just a rough description of the Government’s 
work in Sub-Carpathia in the past few months. It is our firm belief 
that the love and help extended to that province both by the 
Hungarian Government and by the Hungarian public will soon 
enable the Ruthenian people to become again what they were 
before —  a powerful support of the Crown of St. Stephen, in 
brotherly cooperation with the Magyar people.
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Baumgartner : “Moldavia, a Great Magyar 
Cemetery."

Dr. Alex. Baumgartner, former professor at the Jaszvasar 
Academy, has written an interesting book in which, with a 
profound knowledge of his subject and a critical examination 
of data, he proves that the part of Moldavia stretching from the 
Carpathians to the river Sereth was an ancient Magyar settle
ment area, where the Magyars had been living long before the 
arrival of the Rumanians. Owing, however, to unfavourable 
conditions the Magyars of Moldavia gradually became Rumanian 
in speech. Despite this there are still about 125.000 so-called 
“ Csango” Magyars of pure Magyar race in Moldavia, of which 
Southern Bukovina was once a part. It now belongs to Rumania 
and there are 15.000 Magyars there who are Rumanian subjects.

The "Csango" Magyars of Moldavia and their 
nearest neighbours, the Szeklers, form an ethnic unit. The author 
proves that at one time the "Csango” Magyars occupied a much 
larger territory than the one they inhabit today. This is also 
admitted by the Rumanian historian, M. Radu Rosetti. In proof 
that the Magyars had taken possession of the areas lying be
tween the Carpathians and the river Sereth before the arrival 
of the Rumanians there, Dr. Baumgartner points out that the 
names of places, mountains and rivers are Magyar. He puts the 
number of Rumanianized Magyars in this district at about 
200.000. According to the opinion of other reliable statisticians, 
the total number of Magyars in the “Regat" (Old Rumania) is 
about 250.000; and this is no exaggeration.

The Rumanian statistics for 1930 showed 70.989 Magyar 
settlers in the "Regat". Of these 35.754 lived in Moldavia and 
Bukovina and 35.235 in Wallachia and Seremia (Muntenia, 
Oltenia). The Magyars of Wallachia and Seremia are almost 
all town-dwellers, although there are some small settlements in 
the mining districts; while with the exception of one or two 
thousand, those of Moldavia and Southern Bukovina live in 
country districts. The greater part of the former are new settlers,
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but the great majority of the latter are autochthonous inhabi
tants. In addition there are also settlements of Szeklers who 
joined them in the Middle Ages.

The Rumanian statistics are very unreliable; for we must 
remember that in recent years the Rumanians have regarded the 
Magyars of Moldavia as being completely Rumanianized, and 
therefore they have made bold to register them as such in the 
census papers. Besides this the scrutineers were instructed not 
to enter any persons as Magyars except those who settled in 
Moldavia after the first Great War. This was a miscalculation 
on the part of the Rumanians, for the Magyars of Moldavia 
consider themselves Magyars, even if a small fraction has be
come Rumanianized in speech. This is proved by the case of 
the 2000 Rumanian-speaking Roman Catholic Magyars of that 
region, who have declared themselves to be of Magyar nationality. 
And how many more there are who in the face of their own 
declarations were not registered as Magyar nationals. That in 
this respect the census figures were falsified, may be seen from 
the Rumanian statistics themselves. For in County Bako 5502 
persons whose mother-tongue was registered as Hungarian were 
stated by the Rumanian census to be Rumanians, not Magyars. 
Where, if this were true, did those people learn to speak Hun
garian? Not at school, for not even the alphabet is taught in 
Hungarian in the Moldavian schools. Or did perhaps Rumanians 
become Magyarized in Magyar surroundings? There are pure 
Magyar villages in Moldavia, and Rumanians settling in them 
do become Magyarized, but the number of the latter cannot 
exceed one or two hundred souls all told. In mixed villages this 
process is not observable; there the Magyars become bilingual, 
though they speak Hungarian better than Rumanian. In Ru
mania the schools and the Administration take great care to 
prevent the Rumanian villages situated in districts where the 
Magyars are in the majority from becoming Magyarized. One 
instance will suffice to show how this is managed.

In the area lying between the rivers Ojtoz and Szalanc 
there are seven purely Magyar and two half-Magyar, half-Ru
manian villages. Then there are three wholly Rumanian villages 
and two in which the majority of the inhabitants are Rumanians. 
Only one of the Magyar places of settlement is a market-town. 
As such it could not be spirited away, but the other six do
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not figure as separate villages in the Rumanian statistics; they 
have been attached to Rumanian villages, and were not 
dealt with separately by the census. Had they been, how strange 
it would have looked to find a Magyar majority of ninety or 
ninety-five per cent at Dioszeg (Tuta), Szitas (Nicoresti), Uj- 
falu (Satul-Nou), Szolohegy (Pargaresti) and the two villages 
of the name of Szalanc (Slamc). The aggregate population of 
these villages is 7641 souls, while the total Rumanian popula
tion of the entire district does not amount to six thousand. 
Besides this juggling with the Magyar villages the Rumanian 
Administration has grouped them so that, by absorbing them to 
Rumanian villages, it has been possible to show 15.909 Ruma
nians to the 7641 Magyars. In the district surrounding the town 
of Bako the situation is even more favourable to the Magyars, 
for two or three Magyar villages of over a thousand inhabitants 
each lie so close together that deliberate chicanery had to be 
resorted to in order to establish anything but a Magyar majority. 
The unreliable nature of the Rumanian census is proved beyond 
a doubt by its own figures. Unquestionably the number of Ma
gyars is as large as the Rumanian statistics make it, but to 
establish their exact number we must have recourse to other 
sources of information. As already stated, the number of Roman 
Catholics is our key, and the number of Roman Catholics in 
Moldavia is 109.000. Of these four or five thousand are not 
Magyars, which leaves roughly 105.000. About 10.000 of that 
number have become Rumanianized in speech, but remain Magyar 
in feeling, as the Rumanian statistics themselves prove (v. supra). 
To the 95.000 Hungarian-speaking Magyars of Moldavia we 
must add the 10.000 of Bukovina who migrated from Moldavia 
to that province, where their Rumanianized forefathers had lived. 
Then it will be seen that there are 105.000 Hungarian-speaking 
Magyars in Moldavia and Bukovina and 125.000 who are Ma
gyar in feeling. On this computation it is no exaggeration to put 
the number of Magyars in the "Regat” at 250.000, for there are 
large masses of Magyars in the big towns, especially in Bu
charest.
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HUNGARY
ELECTRICITY IN SZEKLER VILLAGES

Following the proposals of the Transylvanian Economic 
Council, the Hungarian Ministry for Industry has decided to 
solve the problem of electricity in the Szekler villages. Several 
schemes have so far been proposed, and the Ministry has now 
informed the Council that its last proposal concerning the elec
tricity problem of 15 villages in the neighbourhood of Tusnad 
has been approved and that an engineer has already been sent 
to the villages to study the possibilities of solution. The delega
tion of an expert to Szeklerland is an important step towards 
the solution of the electricity problem of that region.

RUMANIA
RE-ORGANIZATION OF RUMANIAN RAILWAYS

Means of communication have, today, an enormous impor
tance in the life of nations. Rumania is one of the countries 
in Europe where the railway system has always had to bear 
the greatest strain in respect both of Continental transit traffic 
and of the economic supply of Europe. It will be useful, there
fore, to give a brief summary of an article by M. Trausanu in 
"Excelsior” (March 9.) dealing with the reorganization of Ru
manian railways.

In November General Antonescu, Leader of the State, 
approved an enormous and comprehensive scheme of operations 
and investments for the building of new railway lines. This 
scheme involves an expenditure of 4000 million lei; 20 new rail
way stations have already been completed, while another 50 
railway stations are just in process of building.

One of the most important points is the doubling of the 
Campina-Brasso line, which connects the petrol area with the 
Capital and the Western front and has, thus, catered for an 
ever increasing traffic in recent years. This line some time ago 
reached the limit of its working capacity, so that its doubling 
means the solution of a grave transport problem. Its length is 
75 kilometres, and the cost of building amounts to 6000 million
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lei, i. e. 8 millions per kilometre. After its rebuilding the double 
line now satisfies all demands of the still enormously increasing 
traffic. The electrification of the line is also planned, whereby 
its working capacity will increase still further. Similarly, the 
electrification of the double track between Campina and Ploesti 
is also included in the scheme. The Bucharest-Alexandria line 
has been completed and is now in full operation.

In order to increase the security and capacity of communica
tions it has been decided to reorganize and unify the signalling 
system; similar reforms are to be introduced in several other 
branches of the railway system.

Another important point in the new railway scheme is the 
purchase of new locomotives and other rolling stock. 
Considering the state of the present stock, Rumania will require 
an average addition of 100 locomotives, 100 passenger cars and 
over 1000 trucks every year. Even this, however, will not suffice 
to cope with the demands of the enormously increasing railway 
traffic, so that sooner or later Rumania will have to re-fit and 
increase her stock of locomotives and cars on a hitherto 
incredible scale.

The execution of the scheme is the duty of the Rumanian 
manufacturing industry, and the largest factories in the country 
have already made all the necessary preparations to be able to 
meet the orders placed by the State. The leading undertakings 
in this respect are the "Resitza" and the “ Malaxa" concerns; 
the recent nationalization of these two concerns has already 
enabled the State to solve a considerable part of the financial 
problems incidental to the realization of the scheme in question.

CRISIS IN RUMANIAN MONEY MARKET
In recent years the Rumanian money market was characte

rized by a rapid increase of the volume of means of payment, 
mainly due to the methods with which Rumania sought to solve 
the gravest financial problems of the State. For many years 
Rumania has spent innumerable millions on rearmament and on 
the fortification of her frontiers, without ever considering how 
far the limits of her economic and financial capacity really al
lowed her to go in the realization of these schemes.

In an article recently published in the "Excelsior’’ , M. Petre 
Constantinescu gives an interesting, though timidly careful, 
account of the present crisis in the Rumanian market. If we 
remove this veil of timidity, the following picture of the Ru
manian money market is revealed:
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The Rumanian banking and credit system was far too 
undeveloped to be able to cope with the problem of financing 
the gigantic rearmament scheme. While other States sought to 
solve the problem by an extension of credits, Rumania soon 
resorted to the method of increasing the means of payment. At 
the same time, however, the Government was unable to fix 
either prices or the standard of wages, which made the situa
tion still worse-

It is surprising to learn that the reason why this method 
did not lead to even more critical results was that, in view of 
the international crisis, the Rumanian public accumulated, and 
withdrew from circulation, a considerable amount of money, 
which exercised a quieting effect on the future development. Just 
to be able to form an idea of the enormous dimensions of this 
money-storing activity, we would remind our readers that a 
few months ago no bank in Bucharest was able to offer a vacant 
safe; and if the situation has improved since, that is by no 
means a sign of decline in the process of money accumulation, 
but simply means that the public has lost faith even in the 
safes and is now taking refuge in the more elementary methods 
of money-accumulation.

The current accounts opened at the principal banks show 
a surprising state of liquidity, which not only makes the trust
worthiness of the Rumanian banks rather doubtful, but is a most 
alarming fact from an economic point of view too.

While the money-market is almost swamped by means of 
payment, the Stock Exchange —  which is the money-market 
properly so called —  is almost completely inactive and the 
issuing of new securities has been almost completely suspended.

Since the rate of production is largely influenced by the 
difficulties impeding imports and by the political crisis of the 
State, there is no sound explanation for this enormous increase 
in the means of payment; in fact, it creates more and more the 
impression of an impending inflation.

Under such circumstances it is easy to understand that the 
State is being forced to free itself gradually from the tradi
tional methods of national economy and to attempt a solution 
of the critical problem by totalitarian methods. What with poli
tical pressure from outside and the critical state of the money- 
market at home, the Government is more and more obliged to 
deprive private enterprise of its leading position in the economic 
life of the State. Rumania is one of those States which have 
abandoned the traditional paths of economic policy for a 
considerable time to come.
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SLOVAKIA
THE NEW TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN HUNGARY 

AND SLOVAKIA
The first trade agreement between the two countries was 

concluded in 1939, when the internal structure and conditions 
of the new State were still wholly undeveloped and in a process 
of evolution. The leaders of the new State were faced with 
the formidable task of building up a political structure almost 
from nothing, of finding a suitable place for it in the com
mercial network of older States, and of defining the functions 
of the various classes of society in the new State.

The most important part of the task was to adjust the 
trade relations of the small State with its neighbours and 
other States. This was important, not only on account of its 
political connections, but in the interest of its internal consolida
tion and peace too. The tranquillity of its working classes, the 
very subsistence of its population, depended on whether its 
leaders were able to find markets for the country's products in 
other countries.

Hungary, Slovakia’s southern neighbour, was among the 
first to rush to the help of the new State, in order to guide it 
on its way towards internal and external consolidation, enabling 
the new State to find its place among the States of the Danube 
Basin.

Under the first ; agreement, Hungary offered Slovakia a 
quota of 100 million pengo, which Slovakia exploited almost 
exclusively for the benefit of her timber export. After the return 
of new territories, Hungary herself had available a sufficient 
quantity of wood to supply her own demand, whereas Slovakia 
had, from the outset, based her export trade on the supply of 
timber to Hungary. Before the Great War, Hungary had created 
a number of plants in the northern areas —  now incorporated 
in Slovakia —  to provide the firewood supply of the southern 
areas of the country. During the twenty years of the Czech 
regime these plants retained this character, and Hungary's 
understanding for Slovakia's situation may be seen from the 
fact that in the first trade agreement Hungary enabled these 
plants to continue their work as before. At the cost of her own 
timber industry, so to say, Hungary took over the surplus 
quantity of wood from Slovakia and thereby secured the lucra- 
tiveress of these establishments. On one occasion the Slovak 
experts themselves admitted that Slovakia would have to reor
ganize completely her own timber industry if Hungary were
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to shut herself off from Slovakia's timber export. However, it 
would be almost impossible for her to find a new form of 
production. It would entail the planting of new forests, the find
ing of new markets, and the investment of large sums of money 
in machinery. Obviously, this is wellnigh impossible, and even 
if it could be done, it would —  for some time, at any rate —  
have a merely theoretical significance for the economic life of 
Slovakia.

In the second trade agreement Hungary showed still more 
understanding for the problems of the new State by raising the 
previous quota by 100% from 100 to 200 millions. What is still 
more surprising is that Hungary has secured for Slovakia an 
active balance amounting to 30 millions, which means that 
while Slovakia will exploit the quota completely, Hungary will 
export to her only of the value of 170 millions.

Hungary has, then, thrown open her gates to let in Slo
vakia's exports and allow her neighbour to find suitable markets 
for her products. At the same time Hungary has pledged her
self not to exploit the Slovak markets to the same extent for 
her own benefit, so that Hungary’s industry will be more 
moderate in its endeavour to find new markets in Slovakia, than 
vice versa. This is the most interesting feature of the new 
Hungaro-Slovak trade agreement. It has, of course, several other 
interesting features too.

Thus, Hungary is going to export not less than 15.000 fatted 
pigs to Slovakia every year. This, again, raises two important 
points. In the first place, Hungary undertakes such a charge at 
a time when she could easily find more advantageous markets 
for her stock of pigs elsewhere, or could even keep it at home 
for her own consumption. In other words, Hungary exercises 
an act of abstinence, as it were, in allowing Slovakia to have
15.000 fatted pigs every year at such a critical moment; more
over, Hungary has pledged herself to fatten an additional 3.800 
pigs for Slovakia at home as reserve supply. The total number 
of pigs to be exported to Slovakia every year is, therefore, 
altogether 18.800 which -—- taking an average weight of 150 
kilogrames —- means a total of 27.000 q. of pork a year. The 
other point is this: some time ago Slovakia decided to cut down 
the import of pigs and to encourage her own breeders by offer
ing various premiums to her farmers for this purpose. Plans 
were made for the fattening of 20.000 pigs, 150 kgr. each, every 
year. It was forgotten, however, that there would not be enough 
fodder to realize this plan, as they would need the maize and
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barley to make their bread. And now comes Hungary, the 
southern neighbour, extending a helping hand to the young 
State to solve its problem of pork consumption, a problem which 
it would never have been able to solve without Hungary’s export 
of pigs.

When we look at the political side of Hungaro-Slovak rela
tions we see that Hungary has had to exercise a considerable 
degree of self-restraint in this respect too, as the new State is 
almost inexhaustible in the invention of new measures which 
show that it has not yet been able to acquire the routine of 
international political etiquette. With one hand they continually 
beg for further privileges and assistance, while the other hand 
is continually raised to deal a blow to the southern neighbour. 
If we peruse the pages of the Slovak press, we shall be surprised 
to find articles dealing with the trade agreement and others 
containing some kind of political aggression on the same page. 
While the economic and political experts of Slovakia are 
negotiating with the Hungarians over the terms of the new agree
ment, her press is loud in its attacks on Hungary. It would lead 
too far from our original scope to attempt even a brief summary 
of these attacks, which are characterized by such tricks as the 
falsification of statistical records, a malicious discussion of the 
minority problems and questions of Hungary's internal policy, 
etc. From a historical point of view the Slovaks charge Hun
gary with committing a number of blunders for which the old 
Austrian regime was exclusively responsible. Thus, among other 
things, M. Csulen, a renowned anti-Hungarian politician in Slo
vakia, published an article in the "Slovo" in March, in which 
he says it is the fault of the Hungarians that the Slovaks did not 
get certain privileges promised them by Austria in return for 
their rising against Hungary at the time of the Hungarian War 
of Independence in 1848. The truth is however that at that 
time Hungary herself lived under the most cruel oppression of 
Austria, and the Slovak Leaders, who went up to Vienna to 
realize their claims, were simply refused a hearing. This article, 
too, appeared at the time of the negotiations at Pozsony 
(Bratislava). But instead of drawing the necessary conclusions 
from this state of affairs, to be expressed in the terms of the 
agreement, Hungary on her part chose to remain generous and 
patient towards her young partner, who has only just been given 
the enormous historical task of building up a new State, so 
that it has not yet had time to learn the lesson of international 
etiquitte.
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YUGOSLAVIA
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND WORKERS IN 4257 YUGOSLAV

FACTORIES
A  detailed statistical account concerning the activity of 

factories in Yugoslavia has recently been published. It appears 
from this work that the total number of manufacturing firms in 
Yugoslavia is 2940, possessing 4257 factories and a share capital 
of 12.253.599.000 dinars, while the total value of the annual 
production amounts to 15.755.492.000 dinars. The factories 
contain 300.613 places, but the total number of workers actually 
employed is only 200.000. a fact which shows that the Yugo
slav factories have not yet exploited their productive capacity 
to its full extent. —  The book also gives a full register of 
manufacturers in Yugoslavia.

YUGOSLAVIA'S W AR LOSES: ONE THIRD OF HER FLEET
OF SHIPS

Before the outbreak of the present war Yugoslavia had 
93 long-distance ships, 79 of which sailed on the ocean while 
14 were engaged in the Mediterranean; the total tonnage 
was 585.692 tons. Most of these ships sailed in the distant seas 
and occasionally called at Yugoslav harbours.

The Yugoslav shipping companies have sold 6 ships, their 
tonnage being thereby reduced by 45.240 tons. Further 14.525 
tons have been lost through accidents, while 80.380 have been sunk. 
The total war losses of the Yugoslav shipping companies, then, 
amount to 140.145 tons, which represents one third of the total 
tonnage. Two more ships are lying in distant harbours unable 
to do active service, while 11 ships lie idle in Yugoslav 
harbours. Altogether the losses of Yugoslav shipping amount 
to 140.145 tons owing to sale, mines and accidents, and another 
59.551 tons owing to inactivity, an aggregate of 200.000 tons, 
i. e. 1/3 of the total pre-war tonnage.

THE FRENCH “BOR-WORKS" FINALLY IN GERMAN HANDS
The Bor mines supply 2.5% of the world's copper produc

tion. Germany has seized the mines belonging to the "Compagnie 
des Mines de Bor” , formerly a French undertaking; the head
quarters of the company at Belgrade is under German control, 
while the French officials have either been dismissed or trans
ferred to other places, to the smaller offices of the company.

The Bor mines rank third among the copper mines of
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Europe. In 1938 their output amounted to 760.000 tons, which 
rose to 984.000 tons in 1939. Out of this amount 550.000 tons 
are annually manufactured into goods in the furnaces of the 
company, while the rest is exported.

The Yugoslav companies, such as the French "Bor" and 
the British-owned “Trspcha" were under the control of 
Western concerns, but their natural market was in Central 
Europe, particularly Germany. After the outbreak of war these 
companies were faced with the awkward task of being obliged 
to cater for the enemies of their owners. The situation was the 
same as in Rumania. Rumania, it will be remembered, appointed 
"petrol commisioners” to control the distribution of Rumanian 
oil according to the terms of existing contracts; in the same 
way Yugoslavia has also extended State control over the foreign 
companies, including the "Bor” . The Government commissioner 
continued his work until recently, when the "Preussische Staats- 
bank” —  at the beginning of this year —  took over the manage
ment of the “Bor Works” , whereby Germany has acquired the 
possession of an extremely wealthy and well managed company, 
with an immense store of raw material at disposal; the company 
has continued to work at full swing ever since the outbreak of 
the war. The share capital of the "Bor” amounts to 26 million 
French francs, its reserves being 168 millions. The value of 
investments represents 242 millions, with a depreciation reserve 
of 170 millions. The nominal value of the shares is 200 francs. 
At one time, e. g. in 1936, the "Bor” paid as much as 275 fr. 
dividend. The last dividend was 70.50 fr., i. e. 1/3 of the 
nominal value.
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ST. GELLERT MEDICINAL BATHS AND 
HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Radio-active thermal springs, 47° C. Firstrate hotel 
with 260 bedrooms. Special prices for full treat
ment. Effervescent swimming-pool. Medical treat
ment. Modern equipment.
Address: Szt. Gellert-ter 1., Budapest, XI. 
Telephone; 268-800.

RUDAS MEDICINAL BATHS AND HYDRO
PATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Thermal pool and radium baths. Modern hydro
pathic establishment. Dietetic catering. Special 
inclusive terms. Indoors swimming-pool.
Address: Dobrentei-ter 9. Budapest.

SZECHENYI MEDICINAL BATHS
Sulphuric thermal water, 76° centigrade, springing 
from a depth of 1238 metres. Psychotherapy 
department with modern equipment.
Address: Varosliget Budapest.

DRINKING CURES
The Hungaria, Attila and Juventus radio
active springs in the Rudas Park. Splendid 
results in s of kidney, stomach, intestine and 
gall trouble ,iigh blood pressure and premature 
old age. Ask your doctor!
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